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Nishga council gives 
government deadline 
Herald staff 
Fed up with the slow pace 
~g land claims negotiations, 
the Nishga Tribal Council 
has officially invited federal 
and provincial represen- 
tativea to come to Alyansh 
by Jan. 12, the second an- 
niversary o f  the com- 
mencemnt of the three- 
party negotiations. 
James Goencll, president 
of the tribal jeouncli, said 
the jan. 12. date is not an 
ultimatum or demand. He 
said newwly-appointed 
Indian Affairs Mminster 
Hugh Faulkner and Labor 
Minister Allan Williams 
have been mailed 
"respectful inyitations" to 
cOme to the mass River 
valley and respond in 
writing to a confidential, 21- 
point Nishga position 
statement submitted at 
talks in April, 1976. 
Gosnell refused to sum- 
marize the position patperr 
which won't he made public 
unit a settlement can he 
announced. "We want to he 
part and parcel of all 
development in this area," 
he sa|d. Right now, the 
Nishga people are officially 
represented only through 
the department of Indian 
and northern affairs. 
He said the Nishga have 
held four meetings with 
federal and provincial 
representatives in the two 
years since former Indian 
Affairs Minister Judd 
Buchanan and .Williams 
first announced they would 
negotiate a settlement. 
At that ime, said Gosnell, 
beth governments advised 
the council to be patient, 
"but we waited I00 years" 
before negotiations even 
fourth end 
meeting, held In October, 
1976, the council told the 
governments it was fired of 
talking and asked for a 
written response to the 21- 
point position paperby the 
November, 19'/7 convention. 
But last April, a 
spokesman for Willisms' 
office said the provincial 
government would need 
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% Teacher salary 
talks over 
By Donna Vameres 
Herald Staff Writer 
Negotiations between 
Terrace District teachers 
and the school board con- 
eluded recently with 
"amicable" discussions 
according to Ted Wells, 
secretary for the district. 
Negotiations have been 
going on since September 
and the agreement reached 
has ben for salary increases 
within the six per cent Anti- 
Inflation Boards guidelines. 
"I think both sides are 
happy with the results," 
Wells said, and all that 
remains if for both bodies to 
ratify the agreement. 
Other issues besides 
"We're very happy with 
the negotiations went with 
the board," stated Audy 
Burr who negotiated for the 
teachers. 
The teachers are not 
happy with the set of rules 
laid down by the AIB, Burr 
said, which ',singled out 
teachers" with changes to 
the regulations last month. 
Teachers'salaries will 
now he less than the cost of 
living increase, Barr stated. 
However, he stressed that 
none of this was the fault of 
the local school board which 
he said was "very.. good to 
nsBgBetiate with." 
art also declined to 
"~'~ -  ~ i sa la ry  were  brought  up  d i scuss  spec i f i~s  o f  the  
. I  during negotiations, bul negotiations, but said :: Wells declined to release teachers would vote on 
details on specific issues contractratification on Nov. 
until after ratification. 9. 
'; Barret t  warns  
,.. ",~ ",~ %: of lay-offs 
KIMBERLEY, B.C. (CP) government eeds money it 
-- Opposition leader Dave would have saved if suc- 
Barrett old an audience of cession duties had been re- 
Levesque home p " 1 400 Saturday that the Inco tained• more time, Gosnell said. jAt ' . / ' (  * ~ ~ ~ ~ layoffs at Sudbury, Ont. and Bill King (NDP-- first, the council expected ~ . 
only a two or three-month " Thompson, Man• would RevelstokeSlocan) told 
delay, but it lasted much never nave happened under visitors who had prepared 
• • longer. . an NDP government, submissions that the after France visit ~:h:  cA~ Barrett said the former provincial government was 
j a NDP provincial govern- considering anti-union 
• for the council, relayed ~.  ment's policy of taking over legislation under the name B DANIEL DROLET scribed his reception m the . • • ,, word that Williams was M~N~REAL (CP) -- An French capltal as warm ~,~, I  ~ ,-~,~,~na~ ,,n,,M h,, i !d companies that were in of right-to.work bills. 
estimated I0,000 en- and good•" ]:~='='.~ L:-~I.~'~..:7,~'~7;^': |d  ..111 danger of closing down He said he suspected the ! II 
thusiastic wellwishers He had kind words for date " ~ saved jobs. government would have 
It "Companies in British already introduced the jammed Mirabel Inter- French President Valery ,,~o~oueth,,twoleveiso f MM 
national Airport Sunday to Giscard D'Estaing and ,,,,,~m~'e'nt ~ he eleventh ~ • Columbia are our Inc.es," le~islation had the political 
welcome Quebec Premier Prime Minister Raymond ~,~:. ,, oo;,~ c.,,,,..u ~ ~ said Barrett, here as part ox climate been fight. 
ReneLevasque on his return Barre for the reception he "H'e' s'ai-d" n"o"a'c'tion is • A I [ ]  withan NDPcommunityCaUCusgroups.meeting theA steclwor~ rsl°Cal revre ent tlVeunion sad°f 
from an official visit to received . . . .  ,o.,,.,Zo,,,d ;t the ~ ~ [ ]  [ ]  
France. OTTAWA PETTY --;-'o*o-o a,,-'t res,,ond to m [ ]  Barrett old party faithful some claims have not been 
The Premmr, also et y. The premmr, who ,~.o ;.,.,;~oS,,, ,,Wo ,~,,-'t ~ ~ it was time they stopped processed by the WCB after 
members of his cabinet and described as petty the ."~.,"~" ..':'~'~" ,.ur"bri'd=,'es i I~  thinking about the defeat more than.a,y.ear. _
Montreal-area national federal government's at- ~.~,~,,~'~.o'~^ ,~,o... m;, l [ ]  they suffered in the 1975 King saiu me promems. 
assembly members, w s titude to the trip, aiso had a . . . . .  ~ ko - - - - *  unwise to [ ]  [ ]  provinciaielectmn, a d get . . started right after the 
• " " o . . . . . . . . . . . .  up off the floor." election when board greeted ruth a vanatmn f tongue-m-cheek word of ...A~, .~.,. ,~,,,;,. octi^ns" ~ [ ]  
"Guns du pays" (Peonle of thanks for the RCMP, for ~,~-..ay-.,~,- ,. /." • ~ ~ "A lot of neonle got hurt in members left--the one 
• e . . uosncu sam no the country), ~hll s not confmcatmg his medal. . .  . . . .  ,o,;,,o,~¢ tho,.n,,,o;! ~: ~ 1975, and {t ~;as a terrible remaining (WCB)panel has 
v"l-n-ault'ss e p-o-ularp sons ....................................... fine m t~at ruineu a sew wi~ attend ceremonies in ~ ~ way to learn, but next time had ..t 9 handle all the cases, 
that has become an unof- diplomahe feathers m Ot- v,...^ ....~.. • ~'~n ~ ~ things will be different," creating a oacmo.g. . 
• anthem in " are ~- '~"  "~"~ "~ "'* flclai nsfionai tawa because Canadians "~-.;"-'-- '  ~-'~ hip ~ ~ He said one of the lessons t;aucus memoers at- 
• ~ . . . . .  ~,e . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,^-~. ~ . . . . . . .  ~,. ,,or ~ ~,.. learned in defeat was that tending the meeting were 
¢o~r o~ -overnme-* ~'°fo '~ "~"" , , o -w-a -v .v  ~,- - ~ ,-~ The crowd, carrying ~e ivm~ an h0~'m'a  ticipate in  ceremonies ~ ~]~ his followers had been too King, Lorne Nicolson 
• hundreds, of blue and white t . . .~;~., '~. ,~, .~.-  -~... 0~g..... land--: c la ims  ~ ~ ~rusting. (Nelson-Creaton), Charles 
qushee flap and dozens of . "~ '~ '~,~. . , , ,^~A~ negotiations for Indian ~ ~ NEEDS MONEY " " Barber (Victoria); Don . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  ~, . . . .  ~:  Barrett old the audience Loekstead (Mackenzie), 
Patti Quebecois pesters left ~o-~' -n l  "~ was .,receeded builds in ..that..a.rea., because ~ over from last year's ~/~", ,~,~:-~-,~number thecoancllwmoeineaucus. ~ ~ : ~  ....  to expectsoaringproperty Alex Macdonald: (Van- 
election, filled the terminal ~"~..~e~"_...'~'~.~'~,,oll~a,,.es E rli r in the meeting ~ ~ ~ .... ;i i : ,!,~!~:~i( assessments next spring couver ~ast), ann unns 
at Mirabel, where the ..,I. . . . .  t . .  t, ot^.o h;o Thursday the eotmcll passed ~ ~ ~::~, : .~::~,;~ because the Social Credit D'Arcy (RassiandTrail). 
. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  SPEC to meet  with 
premier arrived on a ....~.~,~ a resolution demanding ~ ~ ~: ,~,~ ~,.~,:,~, 
• ~sv~s.  • • ~ ~; ~ ' .  :, .:, ~:'-~'~;~ .: A~r • thew he no more log dnves ~ ~ ............... , ,~ regularlyscheduled Jacques-Yvan Monn and . .  ,h~ ~.oo ~; .... ,~,,. ~ France flight. 
• -e r . - , . . - . . . : , , , . . , o ,~  ,, . . . .  ~,,';'-n fo l lowed ~ ~ ~:::'~::~'~;:':::~~:'! 
In a short speech tot he :# :::=-=:r::, . . . . . .  K i t imat  counci l  crowd, Levesque described ~1~:~o~ c of' on ~nm~nhan indoors in eeol, fall .moon playing Tar, an Just like it was 
his four-day official visit as pride as a result of the visit," . . . . . . . . .  In- . .  -y -old Tummy Gibbs summer. 
"unforgettable." He wore renanm~aung spawn S an on his lapel a tiny insignia and Finance Minister ^. .~. .  d frienns had a good time Sunday af- Herald staff allowed to set up an in- 
representing the medal he Jacques Parizeau described gr,,,, , , .  A group of con- formation booth on rape, 
received making him a the premier's trip as "an , ,~  . - - -  . . . .  ~ : sarvationists, denied per- could be considered political 
important event on the road • Convicted weauons  smugg ler  released grand officer of France's towa ds i dependence." mission to set up a public in nature. displya in the City Centre About 10 to 15 people 
Legion of Honor. Jean Alfred, Pq member . . . . .  1- t.,,~..,, . . Mall Saturday, will ask picketed in the mall from 1 
Speaking from hand- for Papineau and the only . ROb~_ (.AP) .--. Israe~ h apparently weak from the Roman Cathelic,Church Lebanese Melchite Kitimat Council whohas the p.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday in 
written notes, the premier black in the assembly, ~..~.. urea.., uam~c ,~..- unger su'~es staged to and recognizes the primacy Patriarch Maxima` Hakim fight to set policy on these response to the merchant 
said the t r ip  showed received a thunderous c_un]anop Hllarion ~aPUd ~ protest his imprisonment, . of the PoPe. and Bishop Lutai Laham, matters, asseciation's decision, said 
Quehecers were an adult ovation when he described ~rom prison ann oeportea Capudji was helped aboard In a letter to President who served as Melchite Renee Mikaloff, vic- SPEC treasurer Bill 
~o. ple. He was frequently the premier as "our present ~ to Italy. on. Sunday an Alitalia jumbo jet by two Ephraim Kalzir received archbishop of Jerusalem president of the Canadian Mikaloff. Though several 
interrupted by the crowd prime minister and. future Louow'mg a I~tea ny .r?~e Israeli security agents who he:re Thursday and made during Capudji's am-. Scientific Society for picketers were members of 
which chanted "Oui au president." t~am :for retease ot me had accompanied him from public a few hours before prisonment. The ~_elchi.'tes Poliutlion and En- ~PEC, some non-members 
Tel Aviv's Ramleh prison, poM~r. Capudji's release, the are followers of the ~astern 
ope sesd he is deeply 
concerned at the present 
serious health conditions of 
referendum" (Yes to the 
referendum). 
"I think it's going to help 
prepare a !Yes' answer to 
the referendum," he said, 
referring to the referendum 
on Quebec independence• 
Levesque, flanked by 
Educat ion  M in i s te r  
Jacques-Yvan Moran and 
Intergovernmentai Affairs 
Minister Claude Moran, de- 
Social Affairs Minister 
Denis Lazure said 
Quebecers had "grown at 
least six inches in pride" 
during Levesqus's trip, and 
calledon the crowd to keep 
up their enthusiasm for 
referendum campaign. 
The reception was 
organized by the Montreal 
branch of the nationalist St. 
Jean Baptiste Society. 
French defend 
Levesque's 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
French Premier Raymond 
Barre says his government 
will pay no attention to 
warnings from Ottawa 
about the kind of relations 
France should have with 
Quebec. 
'It was not and is not the 
intention of the French 
government totake account 
of what could be described. 
as warnings," he said in an 
interview with the CBC's 
French network broadcast 
late Saturday, 
Barre said Prime 
Minister Trudeau has no 
right tolling France how to 
treat its guesm• 
Commenting on 
Trudeau's reaction to the 
warm reception the French 
government gave Rene 
Levesque when the Quebec 
premier visited France for 
three days ending Friday, 
Barre said he and French 
President Giscard 
d'Estaing had received Mr. 
• Trudeau w i th  pleasure 
during the prime minister's 
visit to Paris last June, 
invitation 
"But it is not up to Mr.' 
Trudeau to indicate in what 
manner France should treat 
its guests," Barre said, 
"I think the French 
government is well brought 
up and knows the rules of 
international courtesy well 
enough to make its own 
decisions." 
There was no immediate 
reaction from government 
officials to the Barre 
statement, but Trudeau said 
Thursday the French 
government was showing a 
great deal of ignorance 
about Quebec's place in 
Confederation in its 
treatment ofLevesque. 
Trudeau, in answering 
questions at his weekly news 
conference, was responding 
to French President Valery 
Giscard d'Estaing saying 
France recognized Quehec's 
right .to self-determination. 
Trudeau Said then that 
many Frenchmen appeared 
to see Quebec as a minor 
colony of the rest Of Canada, 
adding "if that is due to 
ignorance, it is up to us to 
set them straight?' 
convicted weapons 
smuggler. 
The prelate, 55, knelt and 
kiesed the tarmac at Israel's 
Bon-Gurien Airport in a 
farewell gesture to the Holy 
Land,where he had led the 
Greek Catholic community 
since 1963. 
He had served nearly 
three years o f 'a  12-yesr 
sentence after being con- 
victed of ruun~g" weapons, 
explosives and ammunition 
across the Lebanese border 
in his limousine to Pale,tin- 
tan guerrillas in Israel. 
The archbishop was met 
at Rome's Leonardo ds 
• V'mcl Airport by a Palatine 
Liberation Organization 
(PLO) deleg/ition and 
Shafiq al Hut, a representa- 
tive sent by PL0 chief 
Yasser Ararat. 
• Arrangements for his 
release were worked out 
during three weeks of talks 
between Prime Minister 
Menahem Begin's gov- 
ernment and the Vatican. 
The Greek Catholic Church 
is an Eastern-rite branch of 
the archbishop• 
MET AT AIRPORT 
A representative of 'the 
Vatican shook hands with 
Capudji and kissed his. ri. ng. 
The archbishop was jomoo 
on the flight by the papal 
representative in 
Jerusalem, Msgr. William 
Carew. 
Also on hand were the 
rite In parts of the Middle 
East and the U,S. 
CapudJi, who declined to 
talk to reporters, drove 
from the airport with 
Patriach Hakim. Church 
sources aid the prelate wil_' 1 
spend about three months 
recuperating in s Rome 
clinic. 
Arafat's envoy to ld  
reporters: "We consider 
him (Capudji) a hero, a 
symbol of resistance, a man 
who really loves his people 
• and his land." 
f I . . . . . . . .  
[ Tories leave convention with solidarity. 
[ QUEBEC (CP) -- The claimed as an important ngreements I dearly hope "The paramount v w 
|Progressive Conservative victory by the conservative and believe we have put today on the part of most 
party wound up a three-day wing of the party over what behind us." GO FORWARD Canadians is to get the 
national convention Sunday. they describe as the T o. "we can go forward, not government off our backs, 
woclalmingthat new-found ronto-centred progressive as a collection of trained togetitoutofourpocKem, to 
)arty solidarity behind wing. give us back some of the 
~tr0ngly free-enterprise But  the election for other rights you've taken away 
mliciss will carry it to offices on the party's top from us" and let us see if we 
mwer at the federal election admin is t ra t ive  body 
;xvected nextyear, produced a mixed lineup of 
fdIE|7, We have demonstrated conservatives and pro- 
we are ready for that gressives. Meighen, for ex- boththe party andthe public 
election and we have proved ample, remains on the interest," Coates aid. 
we have the will to unite national steering committee 
behind Joe Clark's as past president, a new 
leadership," said Nova vosi~ion seen as a move to 
Scotia MP Robert Coate~ balance the administration. 
seals like the Liberals and 
socialists, but as individuals 
who--despite strong, con- 
viction--are now ..wlUln~ 
blena moss convscuons mm 
a mosaic of consensus in 
Coates has identified following his election as 
puny, president, replacing 
Miclide] Melgnen of Mon- 
treal. 
Coates, 49, MP for 
Cumherland-Colchester 
North for 20 years, defeated 
lawyer John Gamble, 44, of 
Markham, Ont., by 678 votes 
to 106 in elections Sundayfor 
the party's 13-member 
steering committee. . 
The election of Coates, 
wbo opposed. Clark as party 
leader last year, was ac- 
i 
himself as an opponent of 
such policies as official 
bilingualism and abortion, 
an advocate of capital 
punishment and, recently, 
for some of the policies of 
the white-mism'ity regime 
in South Africa. 
"In earlier years I have 
been outspoken i  some of 
ourintraparty 
disagreements," Coates told 
the 1300 delegates and ob- 
servers Sunday, "dis- 
Although Coates has voted 
against b]lingualism, he was 
supported publicly by MP 
l~ch LeSalle (Joliette), the 
only French-Canadian MP 
at the convention, m .a 
demonstration designed to 
close party wounds• 
Delegates earlier gave 
Clark a strong vote of 
confidence. 
Also highlighted at the 
convention was a policy 
commihnent to reduce the 
wers and influence of the 
era` government i  favor 
of free enterprise and the 
coun~'y's disparate r gions. 
can't make the free- 
enterprise system work 
because it is the only system 
that works," said Coates. 
The policy meeting also 
callof or a shift of powers to 
the provinces from Ottawa, 
by reform of the constitution 
and in administrative 
practices. 
But the meeting debated 
attitudes towards Quebec 
without a firm conclusion. 
Quebec delegates caUed for 
a policy of distinct but equm 
French and English com- 
munities, but there was no 
clear resolution. 
Coates aid after the con- 
vention that Clark will make 
the final decisions on policy, 
Clark declined to talk to 
reporters after the con- 
vention. 
vironmental Control, said 
SPEC will ask council if the 
district still controls a 
section of the mall built over 
a public sidewalk when the 
centre was constructed. She 
said some councillors 
believe the district never 
relinquished control over a 
sidewalk fronting several 
stores on the property where 
the mall now stands. 
The Kitimat City Centre 
Merchants Association 
recently denied SPEC 
permission to set up a booth 
m the mall on Community 
Organization Day, Satur- 
day, though other societies 
were allowed to set up 
displays. SPEC members 
and sympathizers picketed' 
the mall in protest Satur- 
daI~a letter to the society, 
association president Vern 
Knutson said his group is 
non-partisan and "the mall 
is open to charitable and 
non-political oriented (sic) 
groups only. All the costs of 
maintainigthe mall are 
borne by the tenants and the 
landlord, Lehndorf f  
Property Management Ltd., 
and therefore they have 
control of the functions that 
are held in the mall." 
In a telephone interview 
Sunday, Knutaon said SPEC 
was refused permission 
after he called a special 
meeting of the association to 
deal with the request. 
SPEC, which opposes the 
proposal to build an oil pert 
at Kitimat, is a group with 
"political overtones," he 
said. 
Knutson said he would not 
discuss the matter further 
after he was uked if a local 
women's group, which was 
joined the protest. Picketers 
banded out leaflets charging 
the association with sen- 
sorship and sicrimination. 
No material on the pipeline 
~Ca i  was distributed. 
had originally 
planned a video presen- 
tation on off tankers. 
Asked if the association's 
decision denied the group 
the right to freedom of 
speech, Knutson said "we 
want our freedom as well. 
They could have gone out on 
the sidewalk (surrounding 
the mall). The mall belongs 
to  US•"  
In the past, said Mrs. 
Mikaloff, SPEC has 
received permission to set 
up displays from King 
Agencies, the hired 
managers who run the mall. 
This is the first time jper- 
mission had to be sacurted 
directly from the 
association• 
Knutson, however, said 
the association has always 
made the decision and the 
agency has been acting on 
their instructions in the 
past. 
SPEC received per- 
mission three times in the 
~h~to set up displays aid 
. Mikaloff. She said 
Knutson told her SPEC may 
be allowed to set up in the 
mall in the future. 
The mall is the only area 
of town where crowds of 
people congregate, she said. 
Both the museum and 
library are too small. 
After the .~roup meets 
with council, "if it turns out 
the merchant's association 
has control of the mall, I 
~ ess we'll Just have to skip They'll have the right to 
discriminate l gally." 
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Rape relief on its way 
by Jullette Proom 
Herald Staff Writer 
• About 15 people met at 
NorthWest Community 
Cotlege Saturday afternoon 
to discuss a proposal to set 
up a rape relief and abortion 
counselling centre. 
Those in attendance 
agreed with organizers 
Maureen Bost0ek and 
Donna Bannister that there 
is a need for such a centre in 
Terrace. Between the Ume 
the proposal was first 
mentioned and the meeting, 
a matter of weeks, Bostock 
and Bannister beard of two 
rapes in town. 
The purpose of the centre 
would be to help women like 
these victims with un- 
derstuading and support. 
Bostook wants a com- 
fortable nvironment in the 
centre so the victim will 
have a place to settle down 
and gather her wits. 
The centre would also 
serve as an information 
centre. It would help women 
deal with police and the 
courts by telling them what 
to expect in rape 
proceedings. 
- "An important aspect of a 
rape centre is to help women 
undertand the adversary 
system of court" said 
Bostock. "In a rape trial, 
the vicitm is represented by
the prosecutor, not by a 
lawyer etained by herself." 
RCMP Constable Marian 
Comadina said the centre 
would have to work with the 
The police have to verify 
that a rape did in fact take 
place before the victim can 
procede with action. It is 
easiest and most accurate if 
a police-appointed octor 
conducts an examination as 
soon after the incident as 
possible. 
Comadina said that things 
have improved in sexual 
assault cases since she and 
another female constable 
came to town in July. "We 
can talk to victims in a way 
that our male counterparts 
cannot," she said. 
Saturday's meeting dealt 
mainly ruth rape although 
Bostock mentioned the 
abortion counselling aspect 
of the centre in her opening 
remarks. 
"I would like to make it 
police. "Unless you en- become a society under the 
courage the victim to call us Society's Act. By forming a 
right away, there's no use in society, the centre would be 
having a centre" Comadina elegibie for a tax number 
said. and donations. It could also 
oOnsor itself for a Canada 
rks grant. 
Bannister called another 
meeting to ratify the con- 
stitution for 2 ~..m., Satu. 
Dec. 3 in the college. 
dear  that the centre would 
not have a stand on abortion 
--  we are neither for it nor 
l~lainst i , but we do wantto 
p women faced with the 
quBeation," she said. 
ostock said that she 
wants the rape relief and 
abortion counselling centre 
to work in conjunction with 
existing services. "We'd 
like to talk to women's 
grioups about our centre.'.' 
t was  dicided that 
Bostoek, Bannister and a 
core group would go ahead 
and write a constitution to 
New Year's Eve will 
never be the same 
. By STANLEY JOHNSON 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
There will still be a New 
Year's Eve this year, but it 
will not be the same for tens 
of millions of North 
Americans--for the first 
time since 1929 Guy Lom- 
bardo will not lead his Royal 
Canadians in Auld Lang 
Syne. 
The Canadian-born 
creator of "the sweetest 
music tiffs side of heaven" 
died Saturday night in 
Houston 's  Methodist  
Hospital ef a breathing 
problem associated with the 
pulmonary artery trouble 
for which he was admitted 
Oct. 27. 
His wife, the former 
Lillibelle Glenn of 
Cleveland, Ohio, whom be 
married 51 years ago, was 
at his bedside. 
Arrangements for a 
funeral servsce near his 
Freeport, Long Island, 
home were being made 
Sunday. 
Lombardo was 75 and had 
led a hand for 63 years. He 
started at 12 with four other 
youngsters playing for 
women's clubs in London, 
Ont., his birthplace. He was 
named Gaetano after his 
father, an immigrant I alian 
tailor. 
UNBROKEN SUCCESS 
The Lombardo orcbesta 
proved to be an unbroken 
success tory for more than 
half a century, and for many 
people his New Year's Eve 
telecast was a traditional 
~ rt of the holiday. Lom- rdo sold more than 400 
million records and for the 
last 40 years never made 
less than $1 million a year. 
Last summer, his revival 
of the Broadway stage show 
Finian's Rainbow at Jones 
Beach on Long Island took 
in $1.55 million, sparking 
what was rapidly becoming 
a record financial year even 
for the most successful big 
band in music history. 
Asked the reason for his 
e renn ia l  popular i ty  
mbardo once said: "It's 
simple. People like to 
dance." 
The RoYal Canadians had 
a bland, soothing style, 
which infuriated lovers of 
pure jazz and most critics of 
popular music. 
Nevertheless, in 1965, 
during the height of the 
Beat les '  POl~ularity 
Lombardo beat the English 
~ oup at the box office, awing larger audiences on 
one tour than the pop group 
had in the same facilities. 
Lombardo admitted that 
not all the people loved his 
music all the time. 
"We lose them m their 
teens, but we catch them up 
later," he once said. 
"Sooner or later we get 
them all and when we get 
them, we keep them." 
MANY INQUIRIES 
A CBS official said Sunday 
the network received more 
telephoned inquiries about 
Lombardo's death than it 
did about those of Elvis 
Presley earlier this year or 
Bing Crusby a few weeks 
a~'~me" of hJs biggest hits 
were Little White Lies, Boo 
HoG, You're Driving Me 
Crazy and Seems Like 01d 
Times. 
Auld Lang Syne was the 
band's theme song long 
before Lombardo played it 
over radio Dec.31, 1929, 
from the Hotel Roosevelt 
Grill in Manhattan. 
Tbe Royal Canadians 
played every New Year's 
Eve at the Roosevelt for 
ear after year and, when 
e hotel announced his 
departure for the Waldorf- 
Astoria 13 years ago, Time 
magazine commented: "It 
was like Athens announcing 
the departure of the 
Acropolis." 
Brewery 
accused 
OLYMPIA, Wash. (&P) -- 
Olympia Brewing Co. faces 
$55,-000 in fines imposed by 
the states of Oregon and 
Washington for allegedly 
paying some taverns to sell 
Olympia beer. 
Brewery officials made 
public the fine and a tem- 
~ ary suspension from r sales m Oregon on 
Friday. Olympia officials 
said that n consenting to the 
penalties, the brewery was 
not admitting the violations. 
Kenneth Underdahl, 
administrator f the Oregnn 
Liquor Control Commission, 
said the penalties resulted 
from a ninemonth in- 
vestigation of Olympia 
Brewing. 
He said the OLCC fine of 
$30,-000 against Olympia 
was the largest penalty ever 
levied by the commission 
for violation of liquor laws. 
The fine and a four-week 
SU.w~Pbeusion from beer sales 
e cut in half if Olympia 
accepts a one-year 
probationary period, Un- 
derdahl said. 
SUSPENDED 30 DAYS 
The Washington State 
Liquor Control Board and 
the company signed a 
consent agreement under 
which the brewery is sus- 
pended for 30 days from 
supplying wholesalers. That 
suspension will be vacated 
on payment of a $25,000 
penalty, a board member 
said. 
OLCC investigators found 
that payments of $78,000 
were funneled through a 
Portland-based Olympia 
wholesaler under the gume 
of payment for fictitious 
cbmputer services. • 
Underdaiff said the 
payments were improper 
inducements to retailers 
and are prohibited by 
Oregon's liquor laws. 
"In the common ver- 
nacular, it is 'commercial 
bribery," he said. 
PAYMENT MADE 
The OLCC investigation 
also said that $30,000 was 
channeled, through a third- 
party company owned by an 
Olympia woe president, o a 
'corporation running a chain 
of franchised taverns. In 
return the corporation 
agreed to use Oimpia draft 
beer in all of its taverns, 
Underdahl said. 
A statement released on 
behalf of Llyod Diddy, 
Olympia vice president for 
public affairs, said the 
company had begun its own 
investigation. 
He said he was confident 
that when the investigation 
is complete, it will show that 
the aHeged~ payments were 
"confined in large part to a 
three-year period when the 
company faced intense 
competitive pressures." 
The OLCC investigation 
also turned up allegations 
that Olympm funneled 
$20,000 in Washington 
through a banker to poil- 
t/clans for support on 
legislation that would have 
allowed dog racing in that 
state, Underdahl said. 
Olympia beer is available 
at British Columbia 
government liquor stores. 
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NOTICE OF POLL 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKIN E 
/ c  r~ll~e I s l~o lv~le l t~ e lmM 1t~ Reolenal DIslTict ef K l t lm~.~l~ ~ a ~1 ~ ~ ~ m 
ICllCII n~/INnlllr~ ilcl th~ I hlMI ffmlNd IUdl i~1; m~l Iurlt~, #1~ lhe plrlc~ duI y nlxlllrMited i~ ca~lldlnl ~ 
Mid IIIIcflcn, f~  ~m only vot~ Will i~ rtc~v~l art: 
AREA TERM OF: RESIDENTIAL 
SURNAME OTHER ~ DIRECTOR OFFICE ADORES5 OCCUPATION 
Qtlrl.~Allg NIc~ .q~lt m C 2 ~ 4729 M~..mn~l Mo#~er 
Terries, B.C l'bmemski" 
Cort)kl C 2 ~ 4120 HMII~ell Morl~r 
Terrace, B.C 
N i l ]  ~ C 2 ysen LakalN Lake Notary PuUIc 
Sud~ i~ll will be Ol04ned at: 
tAk; KJtlmut Vlllsgt; K/rnmo; 
Hartlw Bay; Kllrntu; Rms~x)d; 
Tha~lll Bemmtary Sdv~; 
a m  Mimlel sctml 
en ttla 19t h day of Novmlbra 1977, IXCMm~ 1he h~nl of e:a) a.m. and 8:00 p.m., of ~ ld l  every poll~ is he'~y r ~  
to t~e notlc~  ~wn hlnlmlf accm'ctlngly. 
GtWn und~ r~ t'~d this .'~h day ~1 C:td~', 1977.  
~J~`~•~•~.~.~:•~•~•~•~.~.~•~.~•.•:•:`~•~•~•v~v~•~•~••~••~•~•`.~•:~.~•~i~v~•~~v•~' 
Forrester 
explained 
as she sang 
by Kate Hudson • 
Special to the Herald 
Maureen Forrester, in- 
te rnat iona l ly  known 
Canadian Contralto ap- 
peared at the R•.E.M. Lee 
Theatre last Saturday 
evening. Acclaimed as one 
of the world's greatest 
voices, Miss Forrester 
treated her appreciative 
audience to works of Haydn, 
Wolf and Fleming. 
Opening with Ariadne Auf 
Naxos by Haydn, Forrester 
san as a woman ahandonded 
by, her lover on a Greek 
Island. In tiffs long dramatic 
work she conveys the 
wearmth of a woman to her 
man, her fears for his 
safety, to her sheer fury 
when she realizes her own 
perilous predicament. The 
tessitura of this work ex- 
poses the beautiful quality 
of Miss Forrester's lower 
register. 
Ten songs from the 
Italienisches Liederbuch by 
Hugo Wolf deUfgted the 
audience as Miss Forrester 
kindly offered a few words 
of translation before each. 
Here John Newmark, Miss 
Forrester's accompanist of
long standing became her 
equal partner as the two 
balanced these lovely short 
songs of contrasting nature 
with a fitting mood and 
delicate nuance. 
Seldom have I ever heard 
the Confession Stone of 
Canadian composer sung 
with such compelling 
conviction• The poems by 
Owen Dobson tell of the 
Virgin Mary's feelings as 
she reflects on incidents in 
the life of Jesus. The 
religious text of these songs 
are secondary to me to the 
instictive feelings of a 
Mother to her son. Agian 
Miss Forrester's dramatic 
flare coupled with a 
magnificent voice held the 
audience speli-boubd. 
All too soon the evening 
closed with threer Ap- 
plaeian ,folk songs of 
delightful character and an 
encore hinting to an 
unexplored side of Miss 
Forrester. The Terrace 
Concert Association is. the i: 
congratulated forproviding 
this evening of magic• It 
won't soon be forgotten. 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF 
KITIMAT-ST|KIME 
REFERENDUM BY-LAW 
NO. 95, 1977 
Public notice is hereby given to the Electors of the defined 
portion of Electoral Area C, more commonly known as 
Copperside subdivision, that a poll shall be taken in ac- 
cordance with the provisions of the "Municipal Act" to 
determine whether or not the electors wish to participate in 
the Copperside Subdivision Fire Protection Referendum By- 
law No. 95, 1977. 
To extend the boundaries of the Thornhill Fire Protection 
specified area to include the Copperside subdivision area. 
The question on the ballot shall read: 
Are you in favour of receiving fire protection services 
from the Thornhill Fire Department at an annual tax 
levynot to exceed eight (8) mills? 
Take notice that the above is a synopsis of a by.law that may 
be inspected at the Regional District Office, No.9-4644 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and is not to be 
deemed an interpretation of the by-law. 
The poll will be cenducted at Thornhill Elementary School 
and Clarence Michiel School on the 19th day of November, 
1977 between the hcu rs of 8: 00 a.m. a nd 8: 00 p.m. 
Lucy  Wood 
Return ing  Of f i cer  
. I 
• . BUY YOUR 
SAVINGS BONDS 
BEFORE NOV. 15TH. 
91 
The time to buy 
this year's Canada Savings 
Bonds is now. After 
November 15th they will 
cost you more because 
you'll have to pay accrued 
interest. 
- . - • : . ' "  
- . .  . . • . k r 
NN 
DON'T MISS OUT 
ON A GREAT CHOICE. 
4 
Donna Vallieres " 
Pushy people not welcome 
Lois of people don't like reporters. 
I don't know exactly why, but I suspect 
it has something to do with the fact that 
reporters and other similar media People 
are pushy, obnoxious, arrogant and self- 
righteous. This isn't to say everyone is 
rude to reporters. Some people are very 
nice, but this is mostly around election 
time: 
I'm constantly amazed at the subtle and 
blatent hositility I sometimes encounter 
in my travels around town. See, I'm 
pushy, obnoxious, arrogant and self- 
righteous, but I'm also a nice person. 
But last week when I was up in New 
Al~ansh for the spectacular totem pole 
raining ceremony, I was really irritated 
by the poor behaviour of the swarming 
press. 
There must've been at least 3O media 
~oople in Alyansh last Tuesday. CBC 
ronto, CBC Vancouver, CBC Prince 
Rupert, CBC French, a National Film 
Board crew, a Japanese film crew and 
locally, TK, Northern Times and of course 
The Heraidall had people running around 
with cameras, portapacks, microphones, 
you name it. I got some great pictures of a 
bunch of other people taking some great 
pictures. 
It was so annoying to watch these 
people with their bulky equipmer, 
destroying the visual effect and the 
dignity of the ceremonies for the hundreds 
of observers who went to Aiyansh to be 
part of this great day. It ruins the whole 
scene to see a cameraperson practically 
flingin$ him or herself across atotem pole 
as it zs solemnly carried through the 
streets. 
There's something immoral abou 
• reporters, photographers, an, 
Woman safe r 
after 10 
 days in sea 
IB, [elV1:1 ~ ' , "  : 1:1 :IF i J l l  [ ~1"  
DECEMBER 26, 1977 
JUNEAU, Alaska (AP) -- 
camerapeople b coming a central part of 
an event when they are supposed to be 
invisible observers. 
I really object to situations where the 
media is the event. 
Council meetings are a good example. 
Recently, an alderman publically stated 
he was addressing his comments to the 
media in the midst of a council meeting 
where strict rules of order are followed. 
This alderman he was addressing the 
media because the rest of council had 
already made up their minds about he 
particular issue under discussion. He had 
every right o make his views known, but I 
do think it could have been done at a more 
appropriate ime. 
Going back to the Aiyansh experience, 
it was really wonderful to dry out, warm 
up and have lunch at the invitiation of 
Father Blyth of  the Alyansh parish. 
Obviously not hostile to the media, Father 
• Blyth invited Us all to a fantastic smoked 
salmon and salad lunch athis home hwere 
I hung my soaking socks over the heater 
and drank lots of coffee. It was an ex- 
tremely considerate gesture on the part of 
Father Blyth and the pSrishoners who 
helped make up comfortable. 
Ions Campagnolo was in Aiyansh, too, 
and she seemed to be holding up better 
than the rest of us. 
I was sloshing through the puddles and 
braving the wet snow wearing my field- 
work clothes--jeans, sneaken, layers of 
sweaters -- and I probably looked like a 
drowned rat, but Iona looked like the 
Prietty lady she is. 
don't know how she does it, but our MP 
certainly knows how to hold herself 
together in every circumstance. 
Maybe I need a finishing school. 
'A woman plucked by 
helicopter from a remote Halloween ight at the Branch was a highly enjoyable 
beach; after surviving the evening for the manyin attendance. Although the amoun.t of 
sinking of a fishing boat and revellers appearing incostun~e w~ fewer than some omer 
I0 days of wandering along years mose wno were in costume has pat a great aeat oz 
the coast, was reported in effort into them and the judges were hardpressed in
'good condition Sunday in a deciding the wormers. 
Sitka, Alaska hospital First prize in the mens ~vision went o.Mrs. Neta Arnold 
Dan Dewell, a Coast as a most convincing enueman o~ muun aavancen years 
Guard spokesman, said a with first prize in the Ladies division going to Renate Davis 
survival suit she put on as a little lady of equally advanced years. 
before the boat Eagle sank Second prize in the ladies went to a gentleman who ob- 
,4_~ved the life of Nancy Zaic, viously stepped straight out of Monty Python and to whom 
!~ ' ,~g~_h~, .~, ,~e/ .va~ter .  ~must a~logize for not having his name. 
~: '~Sh~'~. '~ .  ~t'~tl'dY~ ' '  "~ono'~i)ieine~iti~n vent to Tlllie Thonipson who appeared 
about 60 miles west of here as a most convincing Devil Woman. 
Don't forget hat lus weck-end Branch No. 13 is hosting 
the Zone Fuuspiel. Come on out and join the fun, cheer on 
your local teams and meet hose who have come to join us 
from other Branches. Games get underway at 8 a.m. 
Saturday morning. 
Every. Wedne~ay night at 8 p~n. is darts night at the 
Legion. There is always room,for more dart enthusiasts and 
if you are a novice those with more experience will be glad 
to show you the ropes, or more accurately the dart boards. 
Don't forget Early Bird night and the Grey Cup activities 
for the men coming up this month. • 
hut the vessel owner, Rick 
l~elson of Petersburg, 
Alaska was missing and 
presumed rowned, said 
Dewell. 
The woman survivor was 
flown to Sitka for treatment 
of exposure and 
hypothermia after her 
rescue.  
Dewell said Nelson, 34, 
and Ms. Zaie climbed into a 
skiff as the fishing boat sank 
near Dundas Bay in Icy 
Strait. 
But he said the skiff 
capsized, and the two 
struggled to stay afloat by 
hanging onto it. Nelson, Ms.. 
Zaic told authorities, finally 
slipped under the waves 
despite her efforts to hold 
him up. 
She said she washed 
ashore six to eight hours 
later "and walked and 
walked each day." 
"She didn't know which 
direction, she just walked," 
said Dewell. 
He said cannery em- 
ployees in Pelican reposed 
the crab boat overdue 
Friday. 
No running. 
No walking. Fimessiu fun. 
~o exercise. Try some. 
~o effort. 
I 
Legion News ") 
The llth of November is fast approaching and it is hoped 
that many Legion members will be on hand to pay tribute to 
those who gave their lives for their country. It was for us, 
that we may live in peace and freedom that our Commrades 
fought and died. On this day each year we should 
Remember them especially. - 
Penalty ~ 
a shorter life. . ( _.-/ 
No argument. ~ 1  
• i 
POR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, invesflsete the edveMngea of this rent.to- 
own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why fie up 
your cash or borrowing power. 1st snd last months rent and 
drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 2SO pickup 
$148.00 per month 
lease end price 
$~;175.oo 
or simply return 
78 Cemaro HT  
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
78 I-~es~a 3 cir. 
$99.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 
or simply return 
78 Econoline Van 
S136.00 per month 
lease end price 
Sl,975.00 
or simply return 
78 Zephyr Sedan 
S124.00 per moMh 
lease end price 
$1,025.00 
er simply return 
78 FI50 4 x 4 
$155.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,275.00 
or simnly retul~n 
1 I 
78 C 100 Chev pu 
$119.00 per monm 
I~se end price 
Sl,875.OS 
or simply return 
75 Dodge Van 
S!29.00 per month 
lease end price 
S1,075.00 
or simply return 
78 Olds Cutlass 
S13~.0o per month 
tease end price 
S2,025.0~ 
or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL LARRY HAYES-RICHARDS COLLECT 
987-7111 
BE LMONT LEASl NG L rD. 
1150 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.OO479A 
I 
t 
Here/ 
New Business's 
Not listed in our 
,B.C. Tel Directory'. 
E. MARR DISTRIBUTORS LTD. -638-1761 
MARR'S BOOKKEEP ING & 
ACCOUNTI NG- 638-1761 
K & J AUTOMOTIVES - 638-8484 
V ILLAGE MEATS - 638-1765 , 
rERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES . 635.4227, 
BOOK NOOK . 635.3081 
ALL .WEST GLASS.  638.1166 
Free .,for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY  HERALD 
If you wish your Business 
Phone listed for your customers Please Call 635-6357 
THE HERALD, MonclBy, Novlm~ber 7, 1977, PAGE | 
"Who Parliament clearing way 
watching for spring election with new bill 
the house * 
OTTAWA (CP) -- MPs fect the corporate tax cuts The Commons will have a sitting and Friday's itting 
and investment incentives, shortened session this week, to observe Remembrance next door 
A. speciai meeting to ex- 
plain the Neighborhood 
Watch program will be held 
by the Terrace RCMP 
Monday at 7 p.m. at 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
There will be a film and 
explanation of the program 
which is designed to prevent 
theft and recover stolen 
articles. 
Admission is free. 
BCTF 
wants class 
size stud' Y 
VICTORIA (CP)  - -  Pat 
Brady,.president of the 
British Columbia Teachers 
Federation, says. the 
federation is seeking a joint 
study of the educational 
value of reduced pupil-- 
teacher, atios. 
He said the federation has 
set aside $200,000 as its 
share of the study and has 
asked the provincial 
education ministry to con- 
tribute funds as well. 
Brady said he is con- 
vinced that a study of the 
situation would show a need 
for further eductions in the 
pup~--teacher ratio. . 
Education Minister Pac 
MeGeer said' last spring no 
appraisal had been made of 
the educational impact of 
the decline in class sizes 
that had taken place over 
the last few years. 
Brady estimated that the 
study would take about 
three years to complete. 
are expected to grant final 
approval this week to a bill 
revising the country's 
election laws, cleating the 
way for a general election 
expected next spring. 
Final "passage of the bill 
was delayed last week when 
opposition s~kesmen ac- 
cused the Liberal govern- 
ment of tampering with the 
recommendations of an all- 
party committee concerning 
the Canada Elections Act. 
• Opposition Leader Joe 
Clark, joined by spokesmen 
for the New Democratic and 
Social Credit parties, ac- 
cused the cabinet of altering 
the committee's recom- 
mendation that contribu- 
tions from anonymous 
donors to a political party 
not he allowed. 
However, the government 
has promised the opposition 
it will include a provision 
banning anonymous 
donations over $100 and 
reconsider aproposal to in- 
crease spending limits for 
political parties by the in- 
dexed rate of inflation since 
1974. 
The government has given 
high priority to passage of 
the amendments so they can 
be implemented for the next 
electron. Liberal sources 
say they have assurances 
from Jean-Marc Hamel, the 
chief elections officer, that 
the act can apply to a spring 
election if it becomes law by 
Christmas. 
The MPs will spend the 
restof the week dealing with 
legislation introduced b~ 
Finance Minister Jean 
Chretien that would give the 
government the authority to 
borrow'up to $9 billion. The 
borrowing request is part of 
the budget bill to put into el- / 
as well as small personal 
income tax changes an- 
nounced in the March 31 
budget and in the Oct. 20 so- 
called mini-budget. ' 
ALREADY BORROWED 
It will be in addition to the 
$7 billion borrowing 
authority the government 
was given by Parliament 
earlier this spring. Finance 
officials say most of that 
money has already been 
borrowed and used. 
Opposition spokesmen 
have promised a stiff 
Commons debate, saying 
the request for new 
borrowing authority shows 
an incredible blunder by the 
OVernment's "economic 
recasters. 
However, the opposition 
says it recognizes the 
government needs the 
additional funds because its 
forecasts about the 
economy's condition have 
been much too optimistic. 
The government has 
attached great importance 
to its economic package as it 
attempts to cope with rising 
unemployment, layoffs, and 
inflation. • 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
has said the first half of this 
sitting of Parliament--that 
is up to the Christmas 
break--will be devoted 
mainly to economic mat- 
ters. 
Meanwhile, Conservative 
MPs will return tO Ottawa 
from their party's annual 
convention i Quebec durifig 
the weekend, determined 
more than ever to press the 
government for details on 
the rash of RCMP scandals 
that caused an uproar in the 
Commons last week. 
dropping the Thursday night Day. 
OCT. 30 WINNING NUMI 
Here ore the numbers drown =n the October 3Oth draw of The Pro- 
vincial Lottery. Check the numbers bek3w-you may be o winner. 
To cla,m your pr0ze, follow the instructions on the reverse of yotH ticket. 
If you're not o wlnneq In Ibis draw0 
KEEP YOUR TICKET 
Your OClob@r 501h draw ticket Is ella eliglbMI for ~e No~ 2RIt drawl 
$1 MILUON 
WINNING NUMBERS 
111010191515151 
$4oo,ooo 
WINNING NUMBERS 
1510131311 I1 191 
if the lost six. five. four or three d,gits on yOur ticket ore identical 1o 
and in the same order os those wunning numbers above, your ticket 
is eligible to w~n the corresloondnng prize 
last b digits win $t0~0OO I 
last 5 digits win $t ,01~ I 
last 4 digits win ~:tSO I 
last 3 digits win $IO J 
NOTE Fifty Oolla, w]nn~s [$~0] may cla im thell W1flfliflJ~ t)y Wee.4~Itlflg the, 
t~ket  to ony branch of Conochon Irnper0ol Bank of C~nmerco ONV m tMtiJJ' 
Co4umbia. AIOerta. Saskatchewan. Monifobo on@ the Yukon 
BONUS $t MILUON 
ONE PRIZE ONLY FOR THE EXACT NUMBER 
TICKETS FOR: 
lVj :h', I ;| i #JIB L'JYJ 
ON SALE NeWt 
Western Canada  Lottew Foundation 
:"  :::5 
• • • ~ : 
. .'; " 8. 
Despite rapidly climbing 
equipment costs, wage levels and 
astronomical fuel prices, Canada's 
scheduled airline fares are still among 
the best buys in the country. Let's take 
a look at the facts. 
YOUR COST-OF-LIVING: 
THEN AND NOW. % 
Example 1948 1977 Increase 
Full Size 
• Two-doorCal $1308.00 $5,152.00 201% 
Movie Ticket . .65 3,75 476% 
One dozen eggs ,53 ,79 49% 
Toronto-Vancouver 
Economy Fare 148,75 191,00 32% 
8OURCES: ToeOCdO Dalb/Slat Jan. 1,1948; Jan. 29, t 948; 
8e~1,21,197T, '
MOlO¢ Vehicle Data Book 1948.49, !oubllsher; Sanford Evans, Wmnil,~eg 
Famous Playe¢8 Thealrlm, Toconlo, Oct 5, 1977, 
Ford Melee Co. Ud, Manufacturer's euggesled Relait PtCe L~t, 1977, 
THE COST OF  FLY ING:  
THEN AND NOW. 
Back in 1948, the price,of a one- 
way economy airline ticket from 
Toronto to Vancouver, was $145.75. 
Then you flew for an interminable 
eleven and a half hours, in a $750,000 
NorthStar. Today, you can fly in a 
$45,000,000 747 and arrive in less 
than five hours. 
The price of today's economy 
ticket: $191 -an  increase of less than 
32% in 29 years. 
In 1948, a Canadian earning an 
average wage in manufacturing would 
have worked 138 hours to earn 
enough money to buy a one-way 
economy ticket from Toronto to 
Vancouver. In 1977 that same 
Canadian works only 29 hours to buy 
that same ticket. 
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX VS. 
AVERAGE AIRLINE FARES 
175 "'" Average AIrline Fare (1966=1001 / 
150 f ., 
e,o . ,eeee! oe*e, .00.~ " 'eee  'eoo ooeo, m*ee' 
1966 1971 1976 
Even on a shorter flight there is a 
marked difference. For example, in 
1948 the one-way economy fare, 
Calgary to Regina, was $29.50, the 
hours of work to buy the ticket, twenty. 
nine. Today, the fare is $61.00, and the 
hours of work to buy it would be ten. 
THE FUEL FACTS. 
Much of the increase in airline 
fares has occurred since 1973 when 
the OPEC nations demanded higher 
prices for fuel: Costs per gallon for 
C~tnada's airlines have gone up by an 
average of more than 400%. 
THE COST OF THINGS TO COME. 
It's inevitable that the cost of 
scheduled airline tickets will continue 
to increase, in the same way that the 
price of houses, clothes and food will 
increase. However, Canada's scheduled 
airlines will do all that is possible to 
continue to provide the public with 
fair fares. 
CANADA'S LEADING SCHEDULED AIRLINES 
Air Canada • CP Air. Eastern Provincial Airways • Nordair Ltd. • Pacific Western Airlines • Quebecair • Transair 
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Electronic hand 
for amputees 
STOCKHOLM (Reuter) - -  
An electronic hand for 
people with below-elbow 
amputations, controlled by 
the thought processes of the 
wearer, has beendevelopod 
by a Swedish team of doc- 
tors and engineers and is 
being tested on four men. 
The plastic-covered ar- 
• tificial extremity, whic~ 
strongly resembles a nor- 
mal hand, contains a 
soDhisticatod control unit 
that responds to electric 
signals from the arm 
muscles within the wearer's 
forearm. It is capable of six 
different movements. 
The electric impulses are 
filtered and amplified and 
activate "tendons" inside 
the artificial hand. The 
wearer can rotate his wrist 
in either direction, flex the 
wrist upward or downward 
and grip or release an ob- 
ject. 
The hand is still in the 
initial stage of clinical tests. 
"It will be some time 
before we can make it 
available to large numbers 
of patients here in Sweden, 
much less in other coun- 
tries," said Dr. Peter Her- 
berts, an orthopedist a  Sah- 
lgren Hospital. 
FOUR MODELS TESTED 
Developed over a 12-year 
period at a cost of about $I 
mi]lion in public grants, the 
de~ice, known as the Sven- 
hand, has been fitted on four 
men in their 30s. 
Although the device is not 
et commercially available, 
c price would have to be 
set at $4,000 to $8,006 to 
cover the costs of small- 
scale production. 
Before fitting the hand on 
each of the four patients this 
last summer, a group of 
doctors, working with 
engineers from the city's 
Chalmers University of 
Technology, first used an 
oscilloscope and other 
equipment to test the 
electric signals in the 
forearm stump. 
These signals occur when 
the amputee, who has the 
"phantom limb" sensation 
that his hand is still there, 
attempts to make it carry 
out specific movements. 
After a computer has 
analysed these command 
patterns, which differ from 
person to person depending 
on the shape of the am- 
putation stump, the patterns 
are programmed into a 
digital control unit which is 
~ced  inside the artificial 
POSITIONING VITAL 
To pick up the signals 
from the stump muscles, a
sensitive lectrode must be 
placed in exactly the right 
~rr ition on the skin. Her- ts said no commercially 
available electrode fitted 
the requirements of the 
el~tric signalling prece~s 
and it proved necessary to 
design a special electrode. 
• It is important for the 
socket of the device to fit 
~r-C~tl~ against the stump 
so that all electrodes stay in 
contact with the skin 
regardless of arm 
movements, Herberts aid. 
This is done by mounting the 
electrodes on elastic 
springs, providing a 
resilient contact. ' 
Patients wear 
rechargeable batteries and 
other electronic gear needed 
to operate the artificial hand 
on a special belt under their 
jackets. 
Tests on one of the four 
patients, a 35-year-old man 
who had lost his left hand 
and forearm in an accident 
25 years ago, showed that 
without any special training 
he was able to use his ar- 
tificial hand to make all six 
movements within one 
second of his mental 
command. 
Torbjoern Holmqvist, an 
engineer at Systemteknik, 
the medical technology firm 
that made the first 10 
ototypes, said that to his 
owledge the Sven-hand 
and related projects being 
carried out in Sweden were 
the most advanced of their 
kind in the world. 
Housing 
drops 
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP) -- 
Housing srarts in 
Newfoundland have been 
slow and well below the 1976 
figure, according to Central 
Mortgage and Housing co . 
• ere were only 101 starts 
m urban areas of the 
~ rovince during September, own from 336 for the same 
month last year. The figure 
for the first eight months 
was 30 per cent lower than in 
1976. 
CMHC figures show that 
there were 1,665 housing 
units completed in urban 
centres from January to 
September this year while 
at the end of September 
there were 1,497 housing 
units under construction. 
Municipal Affairs 
Minister James Dinn says a 
$600 subsidy for new-home 
buyers did not make any 
difference in the number of 
housing starts. 
[977 Unh,ertal P,ets Syndlcatw 
"In the good old days, you could get e haircut 
without taking your cap off all the time." 
Where bugging is big business 
SPRING CITY, Tenn. (AP) -- Bugging 
is big business in the United States these 
days, says one counter-intelligence ex- 
pert, andlesa than one per cent of it is 
legally done. 
"There's a jillion of these listening 
devices," said Jesse Creoch, founder of 
Creech Counter-Intelligence Inc., a rather 
startling small business in this sedate 
eastern Tennessee town. 
"I would say 90 per cent of the time we 
go on a sweep, we find something," he 
explained. 
Creech said he retired after serving 30 
years as a government agent. He declines 
to name his former employer or to discuss 
what he did and he insists on taPing in- 
terviews so he can send them to 
Washington for clearance. , 
Now Creech hires former intelligence 
officers to make sure that businesses and 
homes are free of un~Canted ars. 
"Many, many  times, a usedca 
salesman will leave you sitting in a 
• cubbyhole while he goes back to talk to the 
boss about what kind of a deal they can 
get for you," he said, "And he and the 
boss are there in the back listening while 
you tell your wife'that you'd buy that hing 
for $200 less. 
"Car salesmen, real-estate salesmen, 
and finance people use it covertly. Of all 
the bugging and electronic surveillance 
done today, less than one percent is done 
legaUy with a court order." 
Bugs start simply with a $21 wireless 
microphone sold over the counter in many 
• electronic shops. 
With materials readily available, more 
sophisticated bugs can be built. 
"By using a condenser microphone, you 
can get a bug down to the size of a 
pinhead," Creech said. 
And there is a black market for 
precision-made listening devices. One 
• unit about he size of a domino can pick up 
a whisper 50 feet away and transmit 1,- 
050 feet to a booster transmitter o a tape 
recorder with a sound-activated on-off 
switch. 
Another unit, once sold over the counter 
but now sold only through security 
specialists, allows a person ~.dial a phone 
number and listen in mrongh the 
telephone speaker. 
"The phone never ings, but you have 
taken control of the telephone line ana you 
can sit in your room and listen to ev- 
erything that goes on in a house 5,000 
miles away," Creech said. Such units now 
bring $2,000 to $10,000 on the black 
market. 
"When someone picks up the phone, you 
merely release the line and he gets a dial 
tone." 
Such invasion of personal privacy is 
frightening, Creech said, but it makes for 
arl exciting and rapidly ~owing ousiness. 
"This business m unlimited. I'll never 
live to see it reach its potential." 
i 
"'We decided to forego a trip abroad and heed Mr. Chretien's plea for Canadians 
to stay honie, this winter. "'
i 
Canada's new continental shelf is 
where the biological action is 
I-IALIFAX (CP.) -- Ever wonder 
why Canada laid claim to a 200-mile 
limit off its coast instead of 150 or 300 
miles? 
Dr. R.O. Fournier, professor of 
oceanography at Dalhousic 
University, says it is because the 
resources of the oceans are not 
equally distributed. 
Although 200 ~iles represents less 
than 10 per cent of the total width of 
the North Atlantic, it is in this area 
that the interactions ofraarine food 
chains are most active. 
Phytoplankton, floating marine 
vegetation at the beginning of the 
food chain, can multiply there at 
great speed. As a result, copepods, 
the next step in the food chain, and 
eventually fish of all kinds become 
abundant in this limited area. 
Scientists are not sure wh) 
plankton grows in such abundance 
over the continental shelf, but Dr. 
Fournier suggests hat the nutrients 
on which they depend for their 
growth are being supplied more 
rapidly to the plankton m this region 
than elsewhere. 
LIKE COMPOST HEAP 
He likens it to a compost heap used 
by a gardener. Decaying plants are 
piled up and decompose int( 
nutrient-rich soil which is returned 
to the garden as fertilizer. 
In the ocean the same principle 
prevails. 
The phytoplankton grows rapidly 
when close to the surface of the 
ocean where it is well lighted, as 
long as sufficient nutrients are 
available. 
Eventually some plants ettle into 
deeper water where they die, decay 
and  become a marine compost. 
When this rich deeper water comes 
near the surface where light is 
abundant, plants thrive. 
Periodically, within the 200-mile 
limit, a huge volume of deep 
nutrient-rich water moves over the 
continental shelf where it rises to the 
Pave ynt research 
surface and helps fertilize marine 
plants. 
Off the Nova Scotia coast, this 
movement is brought about by the 
northern edge of the Gulf Stream 
which periodically undulates just 
beyond the 200-mile limit. 
The nutrient Cycle is not, however, 
the only important factor. 
Dr. Fournier says there is an 
oceanographic boundary just off the 
edge of the continental shelf where 
two different kinds of water meet. 
This boundary is referred to as a 
front and occurs in a narrow band 
running parallel to the edge of the 
shelf. 
During the winter and spring this 
narrow band of perhaps Z0 miles is 
considerably richer than even the 
shelf. This is because the mixing of 
the two types of water at the front 
promotes a condition which buoys 
the plankton up and keeps it close to 
the surface and the light it needs for 
growth. 
Highway to nowt re may .save,money 
REGINA (CP) -- A set of 
wheels will make the first of 
about 500,000 passes overs 
120-foot-long circular track 
in a dome-shaped city 
building this fall. 
It will mark the opening of 
Canada's first pavement 
test rack, developed by the 
Saskatchewan highways 
department for $325,000 tc 
help researchers find the 
most economical way to 
pave highways. 
Computerized sensors, a 
unique loading system to 
simulate highway traffic 
and special equipment o 
imitate effects of the en- 
vironment will combine to 
~ ve researchers boratorystyle control over 
experiments on full-scale 
highway structures• 
"It represents a big jump 
in terms of highway 
reS " earch, said Bill Culiey, 
Saskatchewan highways 
depar tment  research  
director. 
"There is nothing q~e 
like it. If prelimin~'y 
studies are correct it will 
pay off tremendously, 
determining optimum sub- 
grade and pavement sur- 
faces." 
The decision to develop 
the track was based on 
economics. 
Saskatchewan has the 
most extensive highway 
network in Canada--12,000 
miles at the end of 1976, 
consisting of 4,000 miles of 
pavement, 5,000 miles of oil- 
treated highway and 3,000 
miles of earth and gravel 
road in the north. 
SAVINGS CON- 
SIDERABLE 
It costs $13,000 a mile to 
build a three'quarter'inch' 
oil-treated road and $100,000 
a mile for a two-lane paved 
route. The life expectancy of 
oil-treated • roads withou' 
heavy maintenance is three 
years, for pavement 15 
years. 
Harold Eley, the high- 
ways department's 
materials testing engineer, 
said that if by using the 
track researchers can 
lengthen the life of highway 
surfaces it will result in 
annual savings'of thousands 
of dollars. 
The track is designed to 
enable four-feet-deep high- 
way structures to be butt 
and tested inside the 
building. Engineers will be 
able to build five different 
types of roadway within the 
circle. 
Environmental control 
equipment will enable 
researchers tosimulate the 
type of weather conditions 
in which they want to test. 
InfrtL-red heating devices 
suspended from the ceiling 
can produce summer heat 
while a sprinkler system 
dictates when rain falls. 
Two sections of the track 
are underlaid with a copper- 
pipe system that allows the 
track to be frozen. 
Culley said o ther  
provincia l  h ighways 
departments, universities 
and private engineering 
firms will be given the 
opportunity to use the track, 
probably a t  cost. He 
estimated it will cost ap- 
oximately $30,000 to 
,000 to run a test. 
By being able to get, for 
example, 500,000 passes 
over the track in a relatively 
short ime researchers hope_ 
to observe the effects of 
between five and 10 years' 
highway use in as little as 
two months. 
Culley said the track is the 
only one of its kind in North 
America. No other test 
tracks exist in Canada. 
There are a number of 
smaller-scale indoor tracks 
and one large outdoor track 
in the United States. 
[VOICE OF READERS i 
Blind group 
says thanks 
From Monday, Oct. 3, 
1977, to Saturday Oct. 8, the 
Canadian National Institute 
for the Blind conducted its 
annual, and so far most 
successful campaign for 
funds in the Terrace area 
under the excellent chair- 
manship of Mr. A! Pur- 
sehke. 
• As the representative of 
the Canadian National 
Institute for the Blind for the 
Terrace area, I like to take 
this opportunity to thank 
past district governor of the 
Lions Club, AI Purschke for 
taking such excellent care of 
all the preparatory work 
and the members of the 
Terrace lions clubs as well 
as the members of the 
Salvation Arm,y and the 
many volunteers for con- 
ducting the campaign for 
this agency. Of course, a 
special note of appreciation 
goes to all the citizens of the 
Terrace area and friends of 
the CNIB whose con- 
tributions he!peal to make 
this campargn such an 
outstanding success. 
At the Canadian National 
Institute for the Blind, we 
shall sincerely try to prove 
ourselves worthy of the trust 
of this community by doing 
our utmost in conducting 
our prevention of blindness 
program and also in 
assisting our citizens who 
had the misfortune to lose. 
their eyesight through 
illness or accident by 
providing then1 with ad- 
justment and rehabilitation 
training. 
With sincere appreciation, 
Fred Koalenz 
District Administrator 
More news on 
School Board 
There are three can- 
didates eeking election as 
Terrace trustees on our 
local School Board but the 
reporting of these important 
positions in the November 
19th elections hss been 
virtually ignored by you and 
~,our staff. In your past four 
msues, municipal council 
elections have receive~ 
headline reporting, and 
while I, as a member of the 
community, appreciate 
your extended coverage of 
the municipal election and 
feel it was a contributing 
factor in increasing the 
number of candidates, the 
same result could have 
occured with equal 
coverage of the School 
Board elections and we 
could possibly have had a 
desirable five candidates 
ther than three, seeking 
two pesitions on the 
Terrace School Board. 
There is good reason not 
to ignore the local Sch~! 
Board during election time. 
The Board operates.under a~i: 
buret  in .excess of. eleyen~ 
milhon dollars, there are 
5883 students enrolled in 
twenty-one schools in the 
Terrace school District, and 
within the Municipality of 
Terrace the Board is 
probably the largest single 
employer. 
school Boards in B.C. 
operate under the Public 
Schools Act of the Govern- 
ment of British Columbia. 
School Boards administer 
the school district budget 
made up of local and 
provincim funds, and are 
responsible to their local 
communities to provide the 
best standard ofeducation a 
local community desires 
and will support. 
School Board elections are 
~ impo.rtant tobe ignored. cermy, 
Jayce Krause 
Terrace Trustee 
School District No. 88 
Great new way to 
get rid of pigeons 
MILAN, Italy (AP) - - -  
City officials think they may 
have found a formula for 
ridding the downtown area 
of pigeons. 
After experiments' with 
contraceptives, bans or 
tourists feeding the birds 
and attempts o capture and 
transfer them elsewhere, 
the experts have come up 
with a chemical that gives 
the piegoas itchy feet. A 
recent test of the British- 
made product, Scarecrow, 
on the cornices and eaves of 
Milan's Merchant Palace 
forced the pigeons to fly to 
other oosts in the city. 
Municipal experts" said 
several  months will be 
needed to extend "the 
chemical campaign to other 
sections and prove its ef- 
fectiveness. Even then, they 
say, other control methods 
will have to be combined 
with the itchy feet. 
The Merchant Palace is 
an artistic building a few 
yards from the Gothic 
Cathedral Square. It and 
other monuments and 
buildings in the city have. 
been subject to corrosion 
from the droppings of the pi- 
geons. 
TERMED DANGEROUS 
The number ofpigeens in 
Milan is estimated at300,000 
to 400,000 or one for every 
four • inhabitants, a level 
termed intolerable by city 
officials both for the 
monuments and for the 
health of the people. 
Prof. Giorgio Persiani., 
head of the municipal 
veterinarian office, sai( 
short-term effects el 
Scarecrow proved good. 
"Pigeons kept away from 
the Merchant Palace after 
the . experiment with 
'Scarecrow.' If it also works 
in thelonger term, we would 
extend painting the 
chemicals to all municipal 
buildings and artistic monu- 
ments," he said. 
He said a German-made 
contraceptive for birds, to 
be given once a year,, and 
massive capture of birds 
and their transfer to distant 
areas would be compulsory 
and parallel choices. 
"The German product is 
especially good as it can ..be 
given once a year, wn~e 
previous contraceptive~ 
were needed every month, 
mixed with eed." 
Persiani said even 
zoologists have by now 
realized the need to reduce 
the number of city pigeons, 
although they prefer" 
"peaceful" means. 
o 
western con/e e e 
Eskim s p o-seeuretop.s  ot 
EDMONTON (CP)  - -  A , n0-yards ' -penalty : Each'-team drew nine 84 yards and Edmonton for.. 
Edmonton Eskimos scored following Bob Macoritti's : penalties, Saskatchewan for 85. 
at least one point the first first punt of the game set up . 
six times they handled the Germany's touchdow~n. It ' | ~; ~ ~.i" . , . . I  . . .  
hall Sunday and blasted came on Edm6nt0n's third [ ' .. [4.~Y ['I 1 h11".I 
Saskatchewan Roughriders play from scrimmage and. l ' . . . . , ,~-~,~,., .  vz.~,, 
38-0 to capture first place in thelt-yarddashgavehlma I " .. " ~ " 
the western conference of good start toward :l,000 l ' a '~  ]~{" 
yards in his reeky season. • " JL"" 
He wound up with 1,004 Snooker fans will gata  
yards before he left the rare treat Tuesday wthen a 
game, replaced by ~gelo snooker exhibition is held at 
Sentucci. ' " Terrace recreation Centre 
Exhibition snooker 
the Canadian ,Footbal l  pool ha i l  
League. pool game in Canada," 
Long after the Eskimos Homenchuk said. 
had wrapped up the Homenchuk, winner of the 
decision, mostly on the 1971 and 1976 B.C. Amateur 
kicking of Dave Cutler, the ' Three minutes • later, at 7 p.m. • Snooker Championship and 
clubs were trading blows Cutler banged his first field Lan Homenchuk, the 1974 winner of the 
after the whistle, goal, the  i0 y~ r, and he president of Western Western Canada Amateur 
BothSaskatchewan was back after one more Canada Billiard and Championship, wi l l  " f l~  
quarterbacks, tarter Eric series;to connect from the Shocker Association and playing agai~t five of 
Guthrie and reeky Mike organizer of the event, said top Shocker players in 
Nott, went out with injuries ~l~AY MADE EASY the exhibition will be held to Terrace and Kitimat. 
and the Eskimos pulled After Cutler's wide iield promote snoeker and'.'get Terrace Recreation 
running back Jim Germany goalattempt that went for a wpeople interested in Centre will put up a $250 
after he was attacked by single late in the f i rs t  tournament play of the purse for the event. 
lineback Lou Clare in the quarter, he chipped an easy game. Everyone is invited to 
third quarter. 16 yarder in the first minute '~Sneoker is probably the attend the exhibition .on 
Eskimo defensive tackle of the second quarter, most popular competitive Tuesday, Nov. 8 at 7 p.m. 
Dave Fennell eft the game ,. 
with an undetermined leg .. - - - - - - - - -  
~ jury  in the f irst quarter Bowling 
ore most of the . n e w s  
be l l igerence  became 
visible. Monday mens haYbReds leading with 1111. ;Joe Widerman took Mens-highs with 
3! points followed by Strikers and Bowling scores of 687 and 309. Ladies highs went to 
Cutler's field goals Uentre with 28 points. Team highs went to 
covered 51, 50, 49, 48 and 16 International with a 3262 triple and 1167 
single., nelson Roilier roiled a 761 for 
,men's hi gh triple. While Jim D. andCory 
F. split hens high'single with 294 each. 
• Monc y mixed has windmills leading 
with 37 mints. Hopefuils took team high 
three ~ h a 2875. The Feds rolled 1065 for 
yards, giving him 50 for the 
season. He also missed in 
three chances to tie the CFL 
record of six field goals in 
one game he shares with 
Jerry Organ of Ottawa 
Rough Riders. 
He converted an U-yard 
touchdown run by German~, 
on the opening series in the 
fn'st quarter and converted 
a sixyard touchdown pass to 
Gerorge McGowan and a 
six-Tard run by Howard 
Strzckland in the third~ 
quarter. 
HOLDS RECORD 
Cutler entered the game 
with 176 points, tied with 
former. Green Bay Packers 
halfback Paul Hornung for 
the most points ever by an 
individual in one pro football 
season. His first convert 
gave him sole possession of 
the record and he boosted it
to 195 points in the third 
quoter. 
The Eskimos had two 
chances to let Cutler try 
field guals,.fron~.,side,.th~,, 
Seskatche~van~ '40-~but they-~' 
gambled both times ab 
though many in the crowd of 
25,435 encouraged coack 
Hugh Campbell to let Cutler 
try to tie the field goal 
record and at least ap- 
proach the magic 200-point 
mark for one season. 
Hank llesic boomed a 65 
yard single in the final 
minute to complete scoring. 
Edmonton plays here 
Nov. 20 in the sudden-death 
western final against the  
survivor of a sudden-death, 
semi-final next weeken~ 
between Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers and the thirdplace 
British Columbia Lions. 
team high single Rudy Koopmans walked 
off with Men's hi ,.hs by rolling a 287 single 
and triple of 744. Ladies high triple went o 
C. Bohem with a 606. While L: Mali~tt had 
a 240 single.. 
Goofers lead the way on Tuesday coffee 
with 39 points. Goofers also took team 
hight triple with a 2921 total. A single total 
of 1046 was also the Goofers. Lorna 
SPerman rolled a 688 triple for that high 
with Jo Ackerman taking the high single 
with a 276. High average for theleague is
Lois Crouder with a 205: 
Tuesday Nite Mixed sees Georg. 
Haugland Trucking leading with 43 points. 
Old Timers are second with 39 points• 
followed by the No Names with 38. Team 
high three went to George Haugland 
Trucking with 3234 while the Old Timers 
took high single with an 1131. Jim Jarvis 
took mens highs with scores of 791 and 337. 
Ladies high three went to Eva Wilkinson 
with an 821 while Jean Middleton took 
high single of 290. 
~off! ~ S!t!rpers. lead Wednesda 
M~tinb~ with 44 voints followed, by Coffee 
Wippers with 36 points and Slim Picken~ 
with a 31. Team highs went to the Coffee 
Sinrpers with a 2809 triple and 1011singlel 
Sharon Lewis had the high triple with a 
686 while high single went to Collette 
Newman with a 284. 
Road Runners lead Wed. Nite Ladies 
with 43 points followed by Good Sports 
with a 42 and Silhouettes with 41. Team 
High three went o Silhouettes with a 2830 
triple while Lelunami Jewellers took high 
single with 1037. Cox~nen Maiiloux had  
high t] )le with a 763 while Norma 
LeFrancois rolled a 282 single. 
Thursday Mixed has Seasame Street 
leading with 42 points followed by City 
Rollers 38 and Ocean Breeze 33/Team 
highs went o the KrackPots with 3103 and 
" Lynn Kermy with a 791 and 277. 
Friday mixed has As It Falls still 
leading ~,ith 46 points followed'by Five 
Pennies with 36 and Overwaitea with 34 
points. The team high triple went to the 
4077 Squad with a 3118 while team high 
single went o the Playmates with an t109. 
Jixn Jarvis roiled a 715 triple fro Men's 
High while the Mens high single went to 
Ed Fairleas with a 301. Pat McGiniay took 
the Ladies highs with a 675 triple and 282 
single. • 
Pee  Wee's top teams are the Pin' 
Splitters with 34 pnints followed by Jon- 
zzos with 33 and Good Guys and Popeye's 
Gang both have 28. Girls highs went to 
Bridget McLeed with a 1:12 single and 243 
while Grant Livadney took Boys highs 
wi[h a 169 single and 314 double. 
Slow Pokes lead the way in Bantams 
with 42 points followed by Strikers with 35 
and Tigers with 25. Shannon Gobeen took 
Girls highs with a 141 single and a 372 
triple. Boys highs went to Kevin Edgar 
with a single of 166 and triple of 449. 
Top teams in Juniors are Blue Angles 
with 44 points followed by Smiles and 
Chuckles with 41 and Bee Gees with 32 
points, Girls highs went to Cindy Keep- 
marts with a 226 single and 521 triple. 
Terry Braun took boys highs with a 199 
single and 560 triple. 
Seniors see the HeadPins l~ading with 
33 points followed by Purple People 
Eaters 30 and Goofs 30 ,p.ints. Brenda 
Barber took Girls highs with a 246 single 
and 667 It. ipl.e. Dave Hill rolled a single of 
315 and IrnpJe of 752; 
• Results from the Master's Bantam 
Tournament are as follows: 1st master 
Doug Mumford, with Bantams Angela 
Hioux and Glen Peterson bowling 905. 
Second'Master Mary Lindstrom with 
Bantams Lori McKinlay. and Keil' 
Peiletier bowling 810; This is based on a' 
pins over average. - . . . . . . .  
Terrace Bowling Lanes bring-a-buddy 
bowling contest held on Sept. 30 was won 
by Gilberta Rioux. Rioux wins a trip to 
Hawaii and $500 hotel expenses. Also in 
the contest, Albertine Lage won $100 cash 
and Mary Lindstrom wan $100 in mer- 
ehsfidise. . _ • 
,@ 
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REGIONAL DISTRICT OF 
.• 
KITIMAT-STIKINE 
REFERENDUM BY-LAW 
NO. 94, 1977 
Public notice is hereby given to the Electors of the defined 
portion of Electoral Area E, more commonly known as 
ThornhilI.Queensway, that a poll shall be taken in ac- 
cordance with the provisions of the "Municipal Act" to 
determine whether or not the electors wish to participate in 
the Thornhill FireService Loan Authorization By.law No. 50, 
Amending By.law No. 94. 
To provide Fire Protection Service to the unincorporated 
community of Thornhill, it is necessary to increase the tax 
levy to increase the budget to the Thornhill Fire Department. 
q 
The following briefly sets out the proposed amendment: 
The annual cost of providing Fire Protection Service to 
the unincorporated community of Thornhill, including 
capital, debt retirement, capital acquisition, and 
operational costs shall not exceed an annual levy of eight 
(8 )  mills. 
Take notice that the above is a synopsis of a by.law that may 
be inspected atthe Regional District Office, No.9-4644 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and is not to be 
deemed an interpretation of the by.law. 
The poll will be conducted at Thornhill. Elementary School 
and Clarence Ntichiel School on the 19111 day of November, 
1977 between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. 
Lucy Wood 
Returning Officer 
Now... more than ever 
the RCMP offers 
a rewarding career,: 
If you've ever considered a career in law 
enforcement, now's the time to talk to the 
Royal Canadian MOunted Police. The • • ~ 
opportunities have never been 
greater• 
For instance, tl~e RCMP is 
accepting applications from both 
men and women, married and s ing le . . . .  
And the salary scale has increased . 
considerably, It starts at $13,500.. per 
year ($260. weekly) with regular 
increases To $19,000. ($365. weekly) 
in the first four years. 
If accepted as a member of the 
Force, you'll receive intensive 
training in all aspects of police 
work such as law, investigation, 
first aid and community relations. 
Then you'll be posted to a 
detachment where there's every 
chance to put your knowledge. 
and talents to work; to earn 
promotion and, equally 
important, be proud of what 
O,u're doing for yourself and for 
~:naaa as a member of one of 
the,finest police forces in the 
So if you're a Canadian 
~ijjzen 18 or over; in ~!  
~j60d physical 
condition and have i 
completed 
Grade 12 or 
equivalent, think 
about a career 
with the RCMP. 
Call or write 
your nearest 
office or use the 
coupon. We'd 
like to tell you 
more. 
j.:• 
,.. ;'~t~,~ ' J~ ;  .... 
! 
• . ,  . j  
The RCMP 
It could be for you 
THE COMMISSIONER, R.C.M. POLICE, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO KIA OR2 
NAME ................................................... , .................... ' 
ADDRESS ............... t. .............................. i...... , ............. 
C;ITY ......................... .......................................... , ..... 
PROV, ........................... POSTAL CODE .................... :.... 
E-1.G 
I 
/ 
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: The Herald reserves the right 
ilo classify ads under ap- 
~proprlate headings and to set 
~'atea therefore and to deter. 
mine page location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or reject 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
-Herald Box Reply ~ervlce, 
"andto repay the customer the 
isum paid for the advertisement 
and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" In. 
etructlons not picked up within 
:10 days of expiry of an ad. 
.vertisement will be destroyed 
~unless moiling Instructions are 
recalved. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
!send Originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In ad. 
vertlsements must be received 
Joy the publisher within 30 days 
iaftor the first publication. 
" It Is agreed by the advertiser 
irequestlng space that the 
llebllity of the Herald in the 
:event of failure to publish en 
;edvertlsement or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ad- 
ivertlsement as published shall 
1)e limited to theamount paid by 
~he advertiser for only one 
incorrect insertion for the 
~rt len of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect or 
.omitted item only, and that 
there shell be no liability to any 
event greater than the amount 
paid for such advertising. 
Advertleemento must comply 
w!th the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advortlslng that 
dlscrlmlnates against any 
parson because of his race, 
religion, sex, color, nationality, 
ancestry or place of origin, or 
because his age Is between 44 
and 65 years, unless the cm- 
dltlen Is Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work In- 
valved. 
Sterling Publishers Ltd. 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
~dai t  to Friday, morJnings 
PUBLISHER 
W.R. (Bill) Loiselle 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Effective October I, 1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 year 
51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V0G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112-504.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
1. coming Events 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
Iobless. Phone 635-4535. 3238 
Kalum. (eft) _. , 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2rid and dh Thur. 
sclay every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (ctf) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
In the Skenna Health Unit. For 
more information phone 635. 
2847 or 635.3023. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
N~etlngs 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635. 
3442. 
Meeting • Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7, p.m. at the 
Knox U.nlted Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Order of the Royal  Purple. 
Novelty bake sale Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Elks 
hall garner of Sparks end Park. 
Donuts and coffee 50 cents. 
(¢tf.Nov.19) 
The I.O.F. regular meatlngs.3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
_ 1 
1. Coming Events 1. Coming Events 
Skeena District Girl Guides BIG BANDDANC£ 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger Plan to attend. 
Company In the Thornhlll area. Terrific Music. 
Girls between the ages of 14 and Great Fun. 
18 who are interested please call Good Food. 
635.3061 or 638-1269 (ctf) Skeena Junior High Gym. 
Dec. 3 9 p.m. - 1 e.m. 
A Tea and Bazaar will be held in Tickets Available: 
Knox United Church on Sat. Terrace Sight & Sound 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. Upland Grocery 
Table & Party Reservation 
Terrace Chess Club Is'looking Call Ted Dough 
for new players. Everybody, 635-2428 
Including beginners, are 
welcome to attend. 14. Business Persona) 
Games and Instruction are 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. Ceramics by Pearl 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool Work Shop. Call 635-3854 for 
Board Room. For Information further Information. 
Phone Joe at 635.5419 (¢tf) (eft.feb 14-78) 
The Terrace Art Association ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
wil l  be sponsoring a pre. Refrigeratlve Contracting and 
Christmas sale of arts and household repairs. Phone 635. 
crafts on Dec. 4, If there Is 5876 or 6341.1231. (ctt) 
sufficient Interest on the part of 
local artists and crafts people. QUEENSWAYTRADING 
Any group, individual, or 3215Kalum-638-1613 
organlzatlon Interested Ir Terrace most unlque second 
havlng a dlsplay or booth should hand store. 
phone 635.7562 or 635.4395 before You Need It. 
Nov. 1, or write the Terrace Art We've Got It. 
Association, Box 82, Terrace. Book & Tape Swap 
Guns - Antiques 
PARENTS IN CRISIS Furniture. Appliances 
Are you making your own life T.V.s-Stereo's. Lots More 
and your children's miserable? "For the Best Deal 
Do you constantly yell at your In Town" 
children, or hit them, or find it (cff.f) 
hard to control your angry ABLE ELECTRICLTD 
feelings toward them? Class A Electrical Contracting. 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you Free Eslmatos. Phone 635.5870 
become the loving constructive or 6311.1231. (ctf) 
parent you really want to be: 
All enquiries absolutely con- 
fldentlal. MOVING ??? 
Phone Mary or John 635.44i9 CHECK BUDGf~T'S LOW 
Jane 638-8302 ONE-WAY TRUCK RATES 
Rebekah Lodge Tee and THROUGHOUTWESTERN 
Bazaar, Sat. NOV. S, 2.4 p.m. CANADA. 
Elk's Hall Raffle drew 4 p.m. 
Old Age Pensioners Tea and CALLTOLLFREE 
Bazaar Sat. Nov. 12, 1:30.4:~ 112.800.663-3478 
p.m. Arena Banquet Room. 
Raffledraw4:00 p.m. (ctf Nov.) I~UDGETRENTATRUCK 
The Canadian Calorie Counters " 
meet every Tuesday 7 p.m. at Wehb Refrigeration 
the Thornhl l l  Elbmentary 
School. New members welcome 4623 SOUC IE 635.2108 
from Terrace and Thornhlll. 
For further Information phone 
635.S486 or 635-7425. W 
Community Education Services Authorized 
requires Instructors for a Service Depot 
vertety of programs starting In Repalrsto Refrigerators 
January. If interested In Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
teaching a class please contact " And Ranges 
Frances Long. School Board (cff) 
635-4931. ~ - _ _ . . . . . .  - 
What's Happening in Terrace i 
BI-monthly meeting of Beta- P IANO TUNING 
Omega Chapter of Beta Sigma j CALL  635-4080 
Phi, are held m 0:00 p.m. 1st 
and 3rd Tuesdays of every RAY BYFIELD 
month. Anyone Interested may for appointment 
phone Anne Twldle at 635.4694. (c8.14) 
Rebecca Lodge. Meeting every 19. Help Wanted 
2nd and 4th Wednesday of the . . . .  
month, 8:00 p.m. at various TAXI DRIVERS 
homes. Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and police permit 
B.P.O.E.- Regular bingo - required. Contact manager, 
Wednesday night at Elk's Hall. Terrace Taxi .  635.2242 (ctf) 
Skeena Health Unit • 3215 Eby WANTED: After School Day 
Street, are having their Pre- careneededfor6yearoldinthe 
Natal classes starting another 6 Thornhlll school area. Own 
week course, transportation helpful. Call 635. 
3642 after 6 p.m. (stf) 
I 
• Baby Cllnlc every Tuesday SECRETARY Required, beslc 
starting at 1:30 p.m. knowJedgeof Involcln0, general 
• Thornhlll Baby Clinic every office procedure assoclatec 
2nd & 4th Frlclay at the Com. with wholesale Industry Is 
munlty Centre from 1:30 - 4:00 desirable, call H. Young, 
p.m. Acklands Ltd. 635.6226. (C3.6) 
• Adult Clinics • Man. Wool. & 
Frl., from 3:00 • to 4:00 p.m. WANTED Part time school bus 
• V.D. Clinic - 3:00 p.m. every drivers. Class 2 required. Apply 
Man. & Thurs. In person or call 635.6617. (C6.9) 
The Minus One Club will hold 
their regular dance In the SHIPPER.recolver required, 
Sandman Inn on Saturday Nov. should have some knowledge In 
12. the wholesale or automotive- 
All single, widowed, divorced Industrial trade, Call H. Young, 
or separated persons 25 years Acklands Ltd. 635-6226. (C3.6) 
and over are Welcome. 
For further Information call 24. Situations Wanted 
635-9649 or 635.2094. 
HOUSE cleaning jobs done by 
Nvtritlon classes will be held hour. Have own transportation. 
Nov. 9.16.23.30th in the St. Call 635.5483. (P3.6) 
Matthews Anglican Church 
basement starting at 7:00 to 9. 32. Bicycles, Motorcycles 
Everyone is welcome that is 
Interested In learning how to 
prepare good nutritious main FOR SALE: 1.1977 Suzuki 
course meals with out using GT500 motorcycle, 800 miles, 
meat, plus how to make dlf- black' new condltlon, or willing 
ferent breads and salads, to trade for car of equal value. 
There Is a r.eglstratlon fee of 635.2614. (P5.5) 
$15.00. (nc4) FOR SALE: 1971 Kawasackl 
St. Mathew's Anglican Church 90Trail bike. Just rebuilt. $300 
or best offer and 410 shot gun. 
Christmas Bazzar. Sat. Nov. 26. Phone 635.5970 (c4,6) 
at 2 p.m. 
The Terrace Church of God wlll' 33. For  Sa le .  Misc. 
host a week.end Revival the 
lath thru 20th of Novem])er at 1 KENMORE Dishwasher, 
7:30 p.m. Billy J. Rayburn will portable. 1 TAPPAN Gurney 
be the guest speaker. The 30" range. Both In good con. 
Church Is located at 3341 River dltlon. 1 set of kitchen cup. 
Drive. For Information call boards. 635.2052 after 5 p.m. 
Pastor R. L. White at 638.1561. (P2-5) 
33. For Sale - Misc. 
• Citizen band radio with 
base antena $100. 4 • 650x15 
snowtires ~0. Phone John 635. 
5850 or 635-7324 (p10-1O) 
I 
SUNDANCE 
FAMILY TRAMPOLINES 
Your No. 1 Investment in year 
round fun & fitness for the whole 
family. (Indoor preschool" 
models are now available.) The 
,deal Xmas giftl 
Sundance Trampotlnes are 
weatherproof, compact for 
storage, malntenance free & 
fully guaranteed. 
Phone or write Sundance 
right away for free brochures. 
SUNDANCE TRAMPOLINES 
1358 -- SEYMOU R ST. 683.4333 
VANCOUVER, B.C. V6B 3P5 
FOR SALE: OII furnace 
complete with tank and water 
heater. Reasons for selling, 
changed to natural gas. Phone 
635-3510 (pl.5) 
FOR SALE: Birch firewood for 
sale $35 a load. Phone 635-3752 
(c2-6) 
FOR SALE: A 51,000 B.T.U. oll 
heater (Kenmore) complete 
with fuel tank and stand for ~ .  
Phone 635.2459 after 5 p.m. (p3- 
7) 
FOR SALE: 2 GMC snowtlres 
with studs and 5 hole rims like 
new condition. $40 each. Phone 
635-2748 (pl-5) 
COLLECTORS ITEM: 
Combination radio phonograph, 
working order. Ladles Arctic 
Cat snowmobile suit size 
medium. Lady 5chlck electric 
curlers, nearly nevL Phone 635- 
7885 (p3-7) 
34. For Rent .  Misc. 
FOR RENT 
COMMERCIAL 
STORAGE SPACE 
Do you require extra storag( 
space ? 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
• *HEATED PREMISES 
"#Regularly patrolled 
~rCentrally located 
REASONABLE RATES 
CALL 635-6357 
For further details 
Monday to Friday 
Ask for BILL 
44. Room & Board 
ROOM and Board available. 
Preferably male. 638.1571. (P5- 
S) 
47. Homes for Rent 
FOR RENT: 1 bedroom fully 
furnished house for rent In 
Thornhlll. Call 635-5775 or 635- 
3864 (c2-4) 
FOR RENT: One 2 bedroom 
furnished duplex. No pet s 
please. To vlew.B.1 168,' 
Queensway. (P2.5) 
FOR RENT: Two bedroom 
townhouse. Wall to wall carpet. 
Close to hospital. No pets, 
please. Phone 635.2409 (pl.5) 
FOR RENT: 
Available Nov. 1st. 2 bedroom 
12 x56' trailer with Joey shack. 
Set up and skirted In a T~race 
trailer park. Unfurnl~h~d. 
Phone 638.8297 aftei" 6 p.m,~P4 •
7) 
48. Suites for Rent __J_ 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for rent, 
some with basement and car- 
port, private entrance and 
patio. To view see full time 
caretaker at Apt. No.a on Scott 
Ave east of Kalum or phone 635. 
4B41. (ctf) 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom new 
basement suite for rent, frldge 
and stove, no pets. Wall to wall 
carpet. Phone 638.1786 (p3.7) 
3 bedroom row housing suites. 
Full basement, 11/2 baths, i/2 
block from schools. 3 mln. walk 
from town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per mqd)h. 6 
months lease. Apply suite 110, 
3530 Kalum. (ctf) 
u , . .  r~ ~r I/ 
I HILLSIDE LODGE I 
I 445o Little Avenue ! 
lSleeplng rooms, housekeeping I 
iunlls, centrally located. Fully| 
|furnished. Reasonable rates by I 
Iday or week. Non-drinkers I 
p ly .  Phone 635.6611. (ctf) i 
i i 
48. Suites for Rent • 57. Automobi les  
III I IIIIJ I 
K EYSTON E COD RT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2.4~10.1 Scoff. One, 
two and three bedroom part. 
meats. Laundry II, Storage 
area. Near schools anc 
downtown. Clean, quiet 
spacious, security lock.up an¢ 
)atrol. 
¢15-5224 
(ctf) I 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorlel Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate any 
donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household Items, 
toys etc. for their THRIFT 
Shop. 
For pick-up service phone 
635.$320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at thee Thrift shop on 
Lazelle Avenue on Saturdays 
between 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 
).m. Thank you. (CTF) 
01inton Manor [ 
Furnished or unfurnished studio| 
Dr 1 bedroom apartments. J 
Security enterphone. Sauna.| 
635.3941 " I 
...... 638-1032 J 
WESTERHOF Apartments has 
a 2 bedroom apartment to rent, 
frldge & stove. $125.00 per 
month; RR 2 Nelson Rd. New 
Remo. Phone 635-4904. (C3-6) 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Welsh  Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge, stove, drapes, 
:arpat, recarea, sauna and pool 
table, with security en 
terpohone and elevator. Ab. 
solutely no pets. 
(ct,f) , 
49 Homes for  Sale 
HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 Bedroom 
house. Wall to wall carpet, full 
basement, gas heat, close to 
school and town. Drive by 4921 
Park or phone for appointment 
635.7382 or 635.7594 (f.m.w 
lmfh) 
52. Wanted to Rent 
TO RENT: 3or 4 bedroom full 
basement home. References 
available. Preferably near high 
schools. Phone 635-7791. (P3.4) 
57. Automobiles 
FOR SALE: 1972Mazda Pickup 
truck• $1,300. or nearest cash 
offer. Phone 638.1980 (p5.7) 
1 
1968 Dodge Polara, 1969 
Plymouth Sports Satellte. 
Phone 635.3526 or 635.6380 (p7.9) 
1976 W 924 Kenworth Logging. 
truck with new electric scales 
additional parts and ac- 
cossorles. 4' Footaln sliding 5111 
wheel. Phone 849-$349 (c7.9) 
1970 1(5 Blazer 4 x 4. Call attar 5 
p.m. 635.5107. (P 5.8) 
FOR SALE: 1976 Short box 
GMC 4x4 pickup. Excellent 
condition. Phone 635.2452 (p4-8) 
The following equipment o be 
sold on an as Is basis. 
1969 Hayes Off.Highway Log 
Truck and 40 ton 1969 Page & 
Page Trailer. 
1969 Hayes Logging Truck and 
20ton 1969 Page & Page Trailer. 
1966 Hayes LOGging Truck. 
1976 Ford F100 Pickup. 
1972 Ford ~ ton Pickup. 
1970 GMC ~'4 ton Pickup. 
Phone Wayne Gaunt 635.4951 
(c4-8) 
FOR SALE: 1965 Dodge 
Monaco 2 door hard top. Bucket 
seats. Floor console. Good 
condition. Phone 635.2351 after 
4 p.m. (I)5-5) 
Consign your car, truck or 
trailer. Let a professional sell it 
for you. 
Copper Nk)untaln 
Enterprises Ltd. 
635-4373 
DL 00505A 
(ctf) 
58. Mobi le  Homes 
FOR SALE: Must sell, 8x44foot 
trailer with joey shack. Set up 
in Timberland Trailer Park. 
$4,000. Phone John 635-5850 or 
635.7324 (p10-10) 
67. Services 
Terrace Little Theatre 3625 
Kalum St. will rent their lounge 
for Adult or Children's Xmas 
Party's. Good kitchen and bar 
fecllffles availeble. Moderate 
Rates. Phone Molly Nattress 
635-2048 (C10-14) 
60..Legal 
NOTICE 
SEALED TENDERS, marked 
Ch lmney .  Demol l t lon ,  
Skeenavlew Lodge for 
Demolltlon & Removal of 
Bollerhouse Brick Chimney at 
Skeenavlew Lodge, 4011 Sparks 
St., Terrace, B.C. will be ac- 
cepted by the Honourable the 
Minister, Department of Public 
Works, care of Foreman of 
Works, 4827 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. up to 2 p.m., 
November 17, 1977. 
Tendering documents may be 
obtained from Ministry of 
Public Works 4027 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. and also viewed 
at 4827 Kelth Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. on and after November 7, 
1977. 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necesserlly be accepted. 
H.J. Morlok - Foreman of 
Works' 
for Minister of Public Works, 
Parliament Buildings, Victor|a, 
British Columbia 
FOR SALE 
MISCELLANEIOUS - 
Selllngoutl Must sell fixtures 
and miscellaneous stock from 
Variety Store. Write care of 
The Lake News, File 102, Box 
962, Lake Cowichan VOR 2G0 or 
phone 749.6985. 
1974 CHEV ~ ton. 454 3/, racing 
cam, headers, mag wheels, 4 sp. 
trans, white with black trim. 
Phone 635.7439 after 6 p.m. (C3 
1954 CHEV convertible. Power 
seats, new upholstry, excellent 
running gear. Phone 635.7535. 
(P3.6) 
El 
"COLLECTOR'S ITEM" ' i 
i 1964 Chevrolet impala 
Super Sport. This vintage car Is 
in Immaculate condition and 
comes equipped with P.S., P.B., 
console, stick shift, 283 cu. in., 
snowtlres etc. $1400.00 O.B.O. 
Phone 635.1449 after 5 p.m. (c7- 
I 
Do It Now 
Canadian briefs 
BOATING IS BOOMING 
TORONTO (CP) -- More 
than 8,000 spaces for small 
craft are expected to be 
built on Toronto's water- 
front by 1991, says a recent 
study by the Toronto Harbor 
Commission. Even if the 
projected increase in moor- 
mg facilities is realized, 
unsatisfied emand still is 
expected to be more than 
3,000 spaces. 
PAINTINGS 
EXHIBITED 
TORONTO (CP) - -  
Th i r ty -one  Canad ian  
paintings, dating from 1915 
to 1948,have been chosen for 
an exhibition at the Art Gal- 
lery of Ontario from Oct. 29 
to Nov. 20. They provide a 
rare opportunity for the 
public to 'see relatively 
znaccessible works by the 
Group of Seven and such 
major• contemporaries as 
Emity Carr and David 
Milne. 
FILMS WERE INSURED 
• YEOKTON, Sask. (CP) -- 
Organizers of the Yorkton 
international film festival 
took out $190,000 insurance 
on the more than 300 films 
shown during the 14th an- 
nual event Oct. 11-15. Don 
I-Iumphries, the festival's 
secretary, said the films 
were covered for such 
things as vandalism, fire, 
theft and possible damage 
by a temperamental 
projector. 
',~,i ~.~ ~IJ~,ISTRY..O,F* 
~ r FORESTS' "" :":~ 
.... TIMBER SALE A.09910 
There will be offered for sail 
at public auction by the Forest 
Ranger at Kltwanga; B.C., at 
11:00 a.m. on the lath day of  
November, 1977, the Llcenca A- 
09910, to cut 356,800 cubic feet of 
Spruce, Hemlock, Lodgepole 
Pine, Cedar and Balsam and 
trees of other species located 
Vicinity of Price Creek, South of 
D.L. 838 C.asslar Land District. 
One (1) years will be allowed 
for removal of timber. The 
successful tenderer will not be 
considered as an established 
operator for the purpose of 
applying for further timber 
within the Skeena Public 
Sustained.Yield Unit. 
Provided anyone who is 
unable to attend the auction In 
person may submit a sealed 
lender, to be opened at the hour 
of auction and treated as one 
bid. 
Particulars may be obtained 
from the District Forester, 
Prince Rupert or the Forest 
Ranger, KItwonga, B.C. 
c1.5) 
0LASSIFIED 
RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per in- 
sertion, over 20 words 5 cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive insertions 
$1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIOMS: 
Must be made before 2nd in- 
sertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL-  POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
$5.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to  
,..~ publication day. 
CLASSIF IED:  
!:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of SS.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 productlon charge for 
weddlng and.or engagement 
plctures. News of weddings 
(wrlte-ups) received one month 
or more after event $10.00 
charge, wlth or wlthout picture. 
Subject to condensation. 
Payable In advance. 
CLASSiFiED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births $.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50, 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
H|D IN  (~LaI~,tFIS r o ~ ( )4~n~l ° ~ °  ~Oq~eO' l l l l JDO '~)  4 ~  
War, thousands of residents 
of Dover, England, took 
refuge in the cliffs' caves, 
• protected by 180 feet of / AS  low as  $200,00 you can buy a14' wide 
chalk. 
mobile home - furnished, set up and delivered. 
Notice of Sale 
Underthe Mechanics : 
Lien Act 
To satisfy a debt Incurred b 
Duncan Laboucan In the 
amount of $1332.03 a 1974 
Chevrolet Vega Serial 
IV77A42)05626 will be sold at 
4517 Lakelse Ave, Terra':e, B.C. 
on November 20, 1977 at 0:30 
a.m. by Jim McEwan Motors 
(Terrace) Ltd. 
(1) 
I 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
• 26" x 36" 
12 sheets only- 3 . ' /5  
THE DAILY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terraoe 
HURRY!  
Phone Mr. George - collect 434-9175 
"WANTED" 
AMBITIOUS BOYS OR GIRLS 
to do carrier routes 
ON QUEENSWAT 
PHOHE:- DAWH 
636-6367 
Good experience and earnings 
to the right• persons. 
Comment 
Old ladies gi ce play 
by Juliette Proom, 
The Terrace Little 
Theatre Company really is 
good, or a t least they.know 
how to put on a gooa per- 
formance. Friday night I 
had the pleasure of seeing 
Arsenic and Old Lace. • 
Aside from the script or 
the acting, the play was 
good. The make-up .was 
subtle and effective. 
Jonathan Brewster as 
~oortrayed by Brian Koven 
ked so much like Boris 
Karloff that I found myself 
hoping that I wouldn't meet 
him in a da~k alley. 
And the Brewster sisters 
--  what dear old ladies. 
Their hair was tastefutly 
disarrayed, their clothe., 
were quaint but suitable, l'd 
like to have them over for 
tea one afternoon, but after 
seeing what they did to a 
dozen or so men, I'm not 
sure rd accept an invition to 
their house. 
Abby and Martha 
Brewster are two charitable 
old ladies who like to help 
homeless old men to an 
early demise. They lace 
elderberry wine with a 
touch of arsenic and a dab of 
cyanide. 
Their peculiarity start~ 
one day when a ~tential 
boarder dropped dead in 
their living room without 
any help. "He looked so 
peaceful that we thought we. 
d help other men who were 
alone in the world," said one 
of the sisters to disap 
proving nephew Mortimer. 
Life was tough for Mor- 
timer throughout he play. 
He worked as a big city 
drama critic and com- 
plained bitteiry about the 
trash he was subjected too. 
Journalism is a hard 
calling, according to 
Mortimer. 
He was in love with a 
sweet young (but very 
sensible) parson's daughter. 
They wanted to get married, 
but Mortimer was afraid to 
in case he possessed a dab of 
the family insanity. 
Grandfather Brewster 
used to try ou.t patent 
medicines on eanaven in 
case the potions were toxic. 
Dear sweet aunties were in 
the habit of poisoning old 
men and brother Teddy 
thought he was President 
Roosevelt. 
Brother Jonathan was 
banished from the 
household many years age 
because of his violent ten- 
daneiee. Who knows what 
Mortimer's quirk might be? 
Brother Jonathan, by the 
way, made a rather un- 
timely reappearance. After 
the Brewster sisters had 
promised not to invite any 
more strangers into their 
home, and while they had 
poor Mr. Hoskiugs lying in 
the window seat, dead of 
course, Jonathan arrived 
with a stiff of his own. 
The second act was spent 
juggling corpses in a rather 
amusing way. As far as I 
could tell from my seat in 
the back row, these were 
real bodies they were 
dealing with. I suspect hey 
were still breathing, but I 
don't want to be quoted on 
that. 
E ach of the first two acts 
ended in a cliff-hunger. At 
the end of the second act, 
Jonathan was measuring 
Mortimer's neck with his 
hands. I spent the in- 
termission knowing nothing 
would hapjpen but still 
wondering i(it would. 
My worries were in vain, 
but I won't tell you why or 
how. It wouldn't be far if 
you plan to see the 
production at the end of this 
week. It really is a wor- 
thwhile entertainment. I
suggest you get to the 
theatre early though 
because seats got scarce 
and the play started right at 
8 p.m. 
e ~'  % ~ i . NOTICE 
PUBLIC 
HEARINGS 
REGIONAL DISTRICT REVIEW 
Pursuant to the Department of Municipal Affairs A(~t the Min,ster of 
Municipal Affairs has appointed a Committee to review the regional 
district concept. The individuals appointed to this Committee are: 
Mr. Philip Farmer, Kaleden, Chairman 
Mrs. Rendina Hamilton, Penticton 
Mr. Alfred O. Hood, Victoria 
Mrs. Daphne Phillips, Dawson Creek 
Mr. Ronald Thompson, Galiano 
The Regional District Review Committee is to examine: 
1. The jurisdictional role of regional distdcts, including an 
examination of present and future functions and respon- 
sibilities. 
2. The structural and administrative organization of regional 
districts Including Internal end external boundaries; the 
relationships between regional districts and Provincial, 
municipal and the citizens; and Provincial financial sup- 
port policy for the regional districts. 
3. Such other issues germane to the review of the regional 
district Concept as may be appropriate. 
The 'Committee plans to hold Public Hearings at central locations 
throughout the Province to hear presentations from organizations or 
individuals. The first series of Hearings will be held in December 1977 
and the remainder in the early months of 1978. 
The Public Hearings scheduled for December are: 
Fort St. John . . . . . . . . . . .  . December 12 and 13 
Prince George . . . . . . . . . .  December 14 and 15 
The location and times for these Hearings will appear in Public Notices 
to be published in the appropriate regional newspapers. Evening sittings 
will be included. . 
Any organization or individual wishing to appear and present a brief to 
the Committee at either of the above noted Hearings or at any of the 
subsequent Hearings in early 1978 should advise the Secretary at the 
address below as soon as possible. Briefs for the December Hearings 
should be forwarded to reach the Secretary by Wednesday, November 
30,1977. 
The Committee would also welcome briefs or letters from Individuals 
who can notor do not wish to appear before the Committee at a Public 
Hearing.. 
On behalf of the Committee 
Brig. Gen. E. D. Danby (Retired) 
Executive Secretary 
Regional District Review Committee 
Suite 206-515 West lOth Avenue 
Vancouver, B.C. VSZ 4A8 
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HARDWARE STORES 
m, . ,  -'71f 
THE 
GORDON 
and 
ANDERSON 
bring you 
T.V. 6UIDE 
ALL LISTINGS SUBJEGT TO ONANGE WITHOUT IOTIOE 
v . . . . . . . . . . .  v v - -  i 
MONDAY, NOV 7 5p.m. to M 
m m m m m m m m m m m m a  
mmmmmmmmmw 
KING 
• (NBC) 
Newlywed Game 
Newlywed Game 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Seattle 
Tonight 
Hollywood 
Llffle House 
~n~ ralrle ' 
Cent 
Mon. Night at 
Movies 
Asm. 
CFTK 
(CBC) 
FIInstones 
FIInstones 
Mary  Ty le r  
Moore 
.Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Little House 
on Prairie 
Little House 
on Prairie 
Bmy wwAe S~N 
Front Page 
Challenge 
Super 
Special 
i Rene~ Cluude 
7 
BCTV 
(clrv) 
Emergency 
Emergency 
Emergency 
Emergency 
News 
News 
News 
News 
The Waltons 
Cont' 
Cont' 
Cony 
Soap 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
m ~  
Zoom 
Zoom 
mg Blue 
m m ~  
NIKNMI Lehmr 
The American 
House 
B ~  
Nova 
Nova 
Nova 
Nova 
Age of Un- 
certainty 
Age of Un- 
KIRO 
(CBS) 
TUESDAY, NOV 8 
I ' i'i!  
l i  - -  
:15 
:30 
:45 
Wheel Of 
Fortune 
Knockout 
Knockout 
To Say 
The Least 
The Gong 
Show 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days Of 
Our Lives 
Days Of 
Our Lives 
The Doctors 
The _r~__~ors 
:00 Another 
:15 World 
:30 Another 
:45 World 
4P ) • Movie: , 
145 , 
" Canadian 
Schools 
i Mr. Dressup 
i Mr. Dressup 
I Sesame 
I Street 
j se?ame 
J Street 
Bob McLean 
!Show 
Cont  
CBC News 
I Dream 
of Jeannie 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Hya~n-s nup~ 
Ryan's Hope 
Edge 
Of Night 
Take 
Thirty 
Celebrity 
Cooks 
' 'Pencil 
Box 
Coming Up 
.Rosle 
. . . .  
Jean Cannem 
Show 
Definition 
Definition 
Kareen's Yoga 
Kareen's Yoga 
It's Your Move 
It's Your Move 
Noon 
News 
/~vle 
h~atlnee: 
SaWeam 
Cont 
Cont 
coot 
I 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
I I  
Alan Hamel 
Show 
I I  
Senford and Son 
senford and Son 
The Gong Show 
The Gona Sho W 
lOa .m,  t, 
Electric 
Company 
Cover to Cover 
Crover to Cover 
Music place 
II 
Electric Comapny 
Eledlc Company 
M is for Music 
The Muslc 
Place 
All About 
You 
Roomnastlcs 
Roomnastlcs 
The Word Shop 
Cont 
mm:k PenpecHve 
1he I~k  Expldenee 
I I 
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
I '  
FEATURING THIS WEEK 
MAC 140 Chain 
AUTOMATIO OHAIN SHARPENER 
Chain Broke - purpose is to 
reduoe the possibility of injury 
duo to "Kiokbaok" 
184." 
McCULLI3CH 
( 
RDON & ANDERSON 
LTD. 
: Taes. te Sat. 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p., 
D 
m 
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On the llght, ;r side 
c [ COMICS I by  Johnny  Park  
[ f r r  ( Ke P WONC .  N  W ,CH I By Abigail Van Buren 
© 107"/by The Chl¢~0 T/Ibune.N.V,Nlws Srnd. Inc. 
/ ~ iL  /ALL  TH~ WATER I WRERE IT ALL I  I ON~ OF ~OU CLUCK~;  ~ e  i 
/ T L_ P To, / LFI . 
C_~ICKO. ' DEAR ABBY: 
Roses are red, 
Rabbis are kosher, 
If it weren't for Dear Ahby, 
We'd all be much gaucher. 
Try that on your piccolo. FRANK KLOCK 
~ : i  DEAR FRANK: Your poem arrived during the Hlgh 
E'm¢'J Holy Days, so I tried it on my ram's born. It wu  beautiful! 
DEAR ABBY: As far' as Fm concerned, that 
The Wizard of Id by Brant Parker & Johnny Hart 
I 
I 
// 
Bonar's Ark by Addison 
Catfish by Rog Bollen 
( 
self-proclaimed "liberated" woman who thought her 
boyfriend should pay for her birth control pills ia far from 
liberated. 
Her attitude is typical of most 'qiberated" women..They 
prefer to open their ovm doora and l ight  their own 
cigarettes, but when it comes to money--the liboration's 
over! ' ' " .. " • 
Most men spend between $15 and $25 for an evening out. 
Multiply that by, the number of times they go out during 
the month and it s a lot more than the $3 or $4 a month she 
pays for birth control pills. 
When was the last time this girl picked up the tab'for an 
evening out? And when did she last invite him over for 
dinner? And when was the last time they used HER car on 
a date? 
I think she should pay for her birth control pills, don't 
you? 
REALISTIC 
DEAR REALISTIC: l~ot necessarily. 'A man who's 
asked to shell out for his girlfriend's birth oontrol pills 
would be a fool to refuse. It's peanuts compared to what hls 
monkeyshines could cost in terms of ddld aupport. 
DEAR ABBY: I sympathize with HOT STUFF ON THE 
HILL-the 19-year-old girl who has passes made at her 
because she has a 38 bust. Well, I'm only 5 feet tall and I 
also have a 38 bust. I've had it since high school, and rye  
suffered terribly because of it. Blouses and dresses 
gapped. (I used a safety pin for every space in between.} 
Sweaters at least stretched, but I had to wear a size much. 
too big in the shoulders so I wouldn't look like I was on the 
make. 
I am now a happily married mother, but i still get 
come-ons from men I didn't know existed until we were 
face to face. Therefore, I know it wasn't my language or 
the lo0k in my eye that provoked their passes. 
l'm not ugly, but I'm no beauty queen either. My 
oversized bust has embarrassed me since I wan 13. I get 
catcalls, whistles andeven dirty remarks from men when I 
pass. 
Abby, those women wl~o feel cheated because they're 
small-busted should walk a mile in my bra. 
38 AND HATES IT 
CONFIDENTIAL TO S.M. IN MPLS: Don't quit trying. 
Sometimes it's the last key in the buneh that opens the 
door. 
The Amazing SDiderman " 
" by Stan Lee & John R0mita 
#,4V/N~  rHE¢:/VA.4t~EO/='A/V r~H ~t~14f/NF.~T "~r':l" C.AN'T WAIT ] raz r rWEHAve/vorFo~oTrENPErER 
ATTACI~I/V~ RHINO WITH ONE B4RE- I 1"o Tl~Alir ~ l J~ ,  ~ TO TELL/~RrE~ I I PARICER/ AS THE PER,¢OR/t, fAIVd'.E "EN~.~ 
HAN~EO B&OWt ~,t~4VEN THE #I./tk'TC-~R I EYEN ~I~K~-AI~M~I  A~UT TH 15- - I  I TO OVE-RWHELMIN~ APP/.AUhE, THE WE-~ 
ACTUALLy' PA~<X..EE~ 7"0 R/ IF-~ THE [ I wou~ Loo~ LIKE/eUT HE'LL NEVERI /oF FATE ORAV~ EVER Tl~m'zhe, a~J/ml/V~ 
STUN/VEO Ti44~-71~N ~--AhT IH A [ I/(RAIlf-i~ ANOSROR-MAIV CLOSER-- 
FANTASTIC ~ l I FT . I /  ,, ., .,,,, I CLOSER . . . . .  
ANO NNRY J'A/¢E LEAVE M/AM/~ FABI.EP 
."?3Eli IIIIIII1  T.e A -- 
~V mW/ ~N~ ~V ~,0~ ~ • RAVEN'5, ~/ZZ,4ZZ COUL~ RU~ OFF ~ 
~. '1~ ~ f  /Hev ,  c .Mow:  
~,~. '~1 I/ I ~ CAN'T 
~d]~.  \ IN  THE .~AM ~= 
AT THAT/kfOMEN~ A THOI.,~AN~ IWtE5 
AWA~ PETER PARI~ER ,.5OF:FLY OPEN5 
] 1tl5 AtlNT/VIAY~,5 APARTMEIVT t :~/  
I TO FIHD. .. = 
I- , ~ ~OMeTH~NC~S 
I ~elE S PALE" TREMgLINS'" WROI~I61 
Id#Nl l . l~! J  PAy ~ ~1oo, ooo  
~,  "R~ HUNT THE . 
B I:=! Mllll I I'k WE~'SPINNER. ~ 
NO 
i 
YOU WORK FOR IMpel! 
, ) : 
VE, 
f[ 
f; 
]V/l'l 
~i l  I 
w"-YOLI WANT A MIINI, ILIN'r~ P ~ 
Be LaY GI~T/  BUT ~T YOUR- 
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how to 
get people to like you, my new booklet, "How To Be 
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old;' is for you. 
Send $I along with a leag,.self-addressed, Mmmped (24 
~itl~}9~);v2e!epe to Abb,y~.I3.2 L!s.ky D~.ve, Beverly Hme, 
M-- rsh w--w; r a 
MARSH PLANTS -- "A" WATERWEED (Anechsds 
canadensis) -- A submerged plant, growing either 
rooted in the mud or in free-floating, dense mats. 
The tiny flowers are borne on a long pedicel open- 
ing at the surface of the water." Waterweeds are 
found across southern Canada. "B" YELLOW LOOSE- 
STRIFE or Swamp Candle (Lysimachia terrestris) - -  
This dainty member of the Primrose family is about 
ten inches in height and thrives in damp borders 
of marshes and ponds where its bright yellow 
flower spike may be seen throughout the summer. 
Tiny red spots on the petals form a ring around 
the centre of each flower. 
Ducks Unlimit~ (Canada) 
1495 Pembina Hwy, Winnipeg, Man, R3T 2E2 O 223 - 77 
I I I 
Worcestersh i re  Adds 
F lavor  To Vegetab les  
Vegetables are plentiful and reasonably priced at this 
time of year and can be cooked in unlimited ways. 
Following is a recipe for Worc'estered Vegetable ~edley. a 
nutritious combination of cubed eggplant, zucchini, sweet 
Your individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
FOR MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1977 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the forecast 
given for your birth Sign. 
AItlF~ mb, A l~ 2i to Apr. 20) 
A deal made with important 
persons hould up. your status, 
bring gains. Just be sure you 
are aware of every angle. 
TAUaUS 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
A mixed day. Job associates 
are in tune with your efforts 
right now, but you can expect 
some ups and downs in a 
romantic situation. 
(May 22 to June 21) 111[ 
Curb a present endency to 
"borrow" trouble. Tact and a 
firm handling d your program 
can control situations and bring 
you the dividends due. 
CANCER @ ~  
(June 22 to July 23) 
One of your't0p days for at- 
tainment, but strengthen 
present status before tackling 
new ventures. Use that ex- 
traordinary good judgment of 
yours. 
LEO F t  
cJ=y to Aug 23) 
A good day for business en- 
tarprises. You may get some 
information you have been 
seeking for some time. Don't 
make decisions hastily, 
however. 
(Aug. 24" to Sept. 23) 
Personal relationships under 
something of a cloud. Be 
esp~dally careful in family 
discussions lest emotional. 
tensions hdld up. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23).'zL~ u~ 
Try to have a talk with per- 
sons important to your in. 
terests. A bit of diplomatic 
maneuvering could have fine 
results. But avoid intrigue. 
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 24 to NOV. 22) HL'~k ~' 
A hunch could pay off now - -  
e~%~tilly in career matters. 
But be sure you are seeing 
persons and situations in a 
realistic light. 
SAGITrARIUS ~ #  
(Nov. 23 to Dee. 21) 
You may be concerned about 
certain angles of a situation. 
Insight IS available, but you'll 
need the help and knowledge of 
an expert o attain it. 
CAPRICORN ~ , ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Under fine stellar influences, 
you should be alert, eager and 
enthusiast ic .  Especia l ly  
favored: business matters, 
finances, real estate deals. 
AQUARIUS _,~e. ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "¢"~U~'~ 
Your planets now stLmulate 
initiative, creativity; als0 help 
you to handle tedious tasks with 
brighter spirit. Use your talents 
astutely. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Some changing conditions', 
new trends indicated. You won't 
like them all immediately, but 
many are better than they 
appear at a glance, Study 
everything carefully. 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
dynamic personality and are 
highly emotional, but approach 
life's situations from an in- 
tellectual ngle. You are a born 
investigator and could make an 
outstanding success in scientific 
research. Even ff you write - -  
and here you have fine talents 
- -  your best work would be 
along scientific or technical 
lines. If attracted to the law, 
you will probably wind up as a 
jurist or statesman. You have a 
good eye for color and 
proportion, but may find it 
difficult to commercialize art. 
As an avocation, however, it 
would be an excellent outlet for 
your emotions. You may have a 
beautiful singing voice and, if 
so, should spare no effort to 
develop it. Birthdats of: Marie 
Curie, co-disooverei" ofradium; 
B i l l y  Graham, noted 
evangelist; Joan Sutherland, 
opera star. 
i i 
. . . . .  CLINIcHOME BUYER 
By C. J. M¢Conville 
President.Elect 
American Land Title Association 
Expect  The Unexpected 
After a home is pur- 
chased, it is possible for 
your Peaceful ownership to 
be interrupted unexpectedly 
by a troublesome and ex- 
pensive land title problem. 
• This happens because not all 
interests of others can be 
disclosed by advance search- 
ing of the public records. 
As an example, home 
buyers in a southeastern 
state were in ownership for 
• about three 
years before 
~ ? !  they were 
"~ confronted 
by a lawsu it 
seek ing  to 
e jec t  them 
from their 
p roper ty .  
McConville There was no 
indication of 
this claim at the time of 
their real estate purchases. 
The plaintiffs in the law- 
suit contended they held 
superior title to a consider- 
able part of the real estate 
occupied by the home buy- 
ers, basing their challenge 
on a land grant from the 
state to a previous owner of 
the tract before it was sub- 
divided. 
The titles of the home 
buyers were finally upheld 
--but only after nearly eight 
years of proceedings that 
included assignment of a 
referee, completion of 
court-appointed ,survey, 
preparat ion of various 
reports and the holding of 
numerous hearings. After 
the lower court ruled in 
favor of the home buyers, 
the decision was taken to 
the state court of appeals-- 
where it was affirmed. 
Although they success- 
fully defended against the 
title challenge, the home 
buyers faced the prospect of 
substantial legal fees. Since 
the buyers were protected 
by owner's title insurance 
issued at the time of their 
real estate purchases, the 
insuring title companies 
paid for the defense and 
averted financial oss to the 
home buyers. 
As this experience illus- 
trates, unforeseen title 
claims can be costly to a 
home buyer-even when the 
defense is successful. In 
buying a home, it is wise to 
expect the unexpected and 
take precautions. Remem- 
be r.. .owner's tit le insur- 
ance wi.ll safeguard the 
home buyer for as long as 
he has an interest in the 
home, for a small, one time 
only, premium. 
For free information on 
facts to know in buying a 
home, write American Land 
Title Association, Box 566, 
Washington, D.C. 
I 
corn kernels, tomatoes and green pepper given delicious 
aroma with Worcestershire sauce and a little basil. 
This recipe is very flexible. Make up a vegetable medley 
of whatever you find plentiful--potatoes, carrots, broc- 
coli, okra, celery or green beans would be good alternates. 
if there are long-cookers among them, cook them 
separately and add during the last 5 minutes. 
Fortunately, Worcestershire sauce, with its mingling of 
aromas, is as much of a flavor-enhancer of vegetables as it 
is of meats. Add it during cooking and, for those who love 
lusty seasoning, bring the Worcestershire bottle to the 
table to permit an extra dash if desired. 
WORCEsTERED VEGETABLE MEDLEY 
6 tablespoons butter or margarine 
I green pepper, diced 
1/2 cup chopped onions 
1 medium eggplant, cubed (about 6 cup's) 
2 medium zucchini, sliced 
1 teaspoon salt 
I teaspoon basil leaves, crumbled 
I tablespoon origlnal WoreestersMre sauce 
2 cups fresh or canned corn kernels 
2 medium tomatoes, cut into wedges 
In a very large skillet melt butter, Add green pepper and 
onions; saute for 2 minutes. Stir in eggplant, zucchini, 
salt, basil and Worcestershire sauce, Cover and simmer for 
5 minutes. Stir in corn and tomatoes. Cover and slammer 
until vegetables are crisp-tender, about 3 minutes longer. 
Yield: 6 portions. 
